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61st

German-American
Volksfest

from Aug. 2-4, 2019

Photo Credit: Renate Gradl (4); undrey – stock.adobe.com

the German beer tent, operated
by the German-American Community Council, will be donated
to German and US charitable organizations in the counties surrounding the training area. An
entertainment park with many
rides is waiting for visitors on the
fest grounds.
GRAFENWOEHR, Germany -- The first weekend in August features the German-American Volksfest and the celebrates the
two nations’ friendship from 2 to 4 August 2019 at Camp Kasserine. The fest opens every day at 11 a.m.
US Army Garrison Bavaria cordially invites the entire population to Grafenwoehr Training Area to celebrate the 61st
German-American Volksfest. For the 61st time, the revenue of

For more information and the entire program,
visit the USAG Bavaria FMWR website at
https://grafenwoehr.armymwr.com/

Additionally, there will be around 100 different booths with
souvenirs and gifts and a large variety of food ranging from
American ice cream, ribs, tacos, nachos, chili, BBQ, chicken, hot dogs, hamburgers, steaks to baked potatoes, gyros,
smoked fish and egg rolls. US Army and German Army will
also present a static display of their weapons systems and
equipment.
Access to the Volksfest by vehicle is only possible via B-299
and gate 6 near Gründerzentrum Grafenwoehr. Visitors may
only exit the training area through gate 4 on B-299 near
Tanzfleck/Freihung. Sufficient parking spaces are available
and marked on the training area and in the town of Grafenwoehr. Visitors are asked to obey no parking signs. Vehicles
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parked in no parking zones or obstructing emergency entries
and exits will be towed.
It is highly recommended to use the shuttle bus service is
also available, taking visitors every 30 minutes from the parking areas downtown Grafenwoehr to the fest grounds and
back. Bus stops are located at the city fest grounds on Dießfurter Strasse near the municipal outdoor pool, on Marienplatz (near the town hall), at the German post office on Alte
Amberger Straße and at the Gründerzentrum (on B-299,
across from gate 6).
Visitors must carry a valid personal identification card. Bag
packs, large bags and purses, coolers and picnic boxes are
not allowed on the fest grounds.
Friday, Aug. 2 is family day. All rides charge reduced rates
from 12 a.m. to 8 p.m. A lot of musical entertainment is also
provided. In the German fest tent, local bands will perform on
all three days. “On Friday night, the party band "SaKrisch"
from Freudenberg will play and on Saturday, the "Donnervögel" (Thunderbirds) from Straubing will heat up the tent,” says
German GACC president Helmuth Wächter.

10 Shops in Bavaria
Also 2 Shops in Regensburg:
| by Renate Gradl
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Brig. Gen. Norrie is
new commander at 7ATC
GRAFENWOEHR,
Germany
— Brig. Gen. Christopher C.
LaNeve relinquished command
of the 7th Army Training Command to Brig. Gen. Christopher
R. Norrie during a ceremony
on the parade field at Tower
Barracks in Grafenwoehr, Germany, June 11, 2019.

U.S. Army Brig. Gen. Christopher R. Norrie, incoming commander of 7th Army Training Command (7th ATC), speaks to the audience of the
7th ATC's Change of Command ceremony on
the parade field at Tower Barracks, Germany,
June 11, 2019. The Change of Command ceremony represents the passing of command from
Brig. Gen. Christopher C. LaNeve, outgoing 7th
ATC commander to Norrie.

Lt. Gen. Christopher G. Cavoli,
the commanding general of
U.S. Army Europe (USAREUR)
presided over the ceremony.
Cavoli was the commanding
general for USAREUR during
LaNeve’s tenure over 7th ATC.
“Chris was only in command
for one year, 13 months as Kim
(LaNeve) pointed out earlier
today” said Cavoli. “Chris has
had a very significant impact
on this command. I gave him
the task to transform the command into more than what it had
been previously and Chris did so with spectacular fashion.”
Since LaNeve took command in May 2018, 7th ATC’s primary
focus expanded. Not only does 7th ATC continue to provide
oversite to the different training areas throughout its footprint,
it now commands four active brigades: the 173rd Airborne
Brigade, the 2nd Cavalry Regiment, the 12th Combat Aviation
Brigade, and is currently manning and fielding the recently
reactivated 41st Field Artillery Brigade.

Photo Credit: Sgt. Christopher Stewart

“The boss gave me clear guidance 13 months ago when I
took command, to do what the command was doing and just
add TRA (Training and Readiness Authority) over four combat
brigades,” said LaNeve. “It seemed like an easy task but the
command was already incredibly busy.”
LaNeve was charged with creating an entirely new formation
out of an already established command.
“Our only focus was what the boss told us,” said LaNeve.
“Our number one focus is to build readiness through USAREUR… and never lose sight of where we are.”
LaNeve is moving on to be the director for operations, readiness and mobilization in the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff
for the U.S. Army in Washington D.C.

“

“To Chris and Kim LaNeve, you
are an exceptional command
team,” said Norrie.

Norrie, who is a distinguished military graduate from Bucknell University, a graduate of Embry-Riddle University and
the National War College, served most recently as the deputy
commanding general of Maneuver, 1st Cavalry Division in Fort
Hood, Texas.
Norrie thanked his family, his friends, the entire 7th ATC team,
everyone who participated in making the ceremony a success
and extended a special offering of gratitude to LaNeve and
his wife, Kim.
“To Chris and Kim LaNeve, you are an exceptional command
team,” said Norrie. “You have made such a difference here at
7th Army Training Command and in the lives of so many to
include our family… we are so thankful and grateful for you.”

| by Sgt. Christopher Stewart,
7th Army Training Command
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German and Americans
celebrate Independence Day
Grafenwoehr, Germany - “Happy 4th of July” was the motto on the parade field below the Water Tower. The American
Independence Day was celebrated with Stars and Stripes,
Bavarian lozenges, live music and a large fireworks display.

Col. Adam J. Boyd, the USAG Bavaria commander, hosted
a BBQ for invited guests on the parade field as well. Together with the new commanding general of 7th Army Training
Command, Brig. Gen. Christopher R. Norrie and other garrison and training command staff members, he welcomed the
guests, including Mayor Edgar Knobloch, Grafenwoehr, HansMartin Schertl, Vilseck, Weiden’s Lord Mayor Kurt Seggewiß,
the local German Army commander Lt. Col. Florian Rommel
and other representatives of the German Army, Police and
other host nation administrations. Government Secretary Dr.
Johannes Urban, the new military liaison officer of the Bavarian State Chancellery, joined the group for the first time.
Toast were proposed to Independence Day and to BavarianAmerican friendship.

USAG Bavaria commander Col. Adam J. Boyd and the new commanding
general, 7ATC, Brig. Gen. Christopher R. Norrie (center, black shirt) celebrated Independence Day with their Bavarian neighbors.

Photo Credit: Gerald Morgenstern (2)

About 3,000 people brought their picnic baskets, coolers and
all kinds of camping equipment to celebrate the American Independence Day. In 1776, Americans declared their independence from the British crown. Since then, Independence Day
is the United States’ national holiday. Many German guests,
who were allowed to come om post if accompanied by an I.D.
card or installation pass holder, celebrated with the American
soldiers and their families. Following the American “4th of July
tradition,” American food specialties and beverages were sold
by several U.S. organizations. Entertainment included live music on the stage and a bike and car show for the adult guests
and jumping castles, slides, games, face painting and other
activities for kids.

Stars and Stripes and a large fireworks display. The American Independence Day was celebrated in Grafenwoehr.

At the end of the evening, a large fireworks display lighted up
the sky above the illuminated Water Tower and German and
U.S. flags on the flagpoles.

| by Gerald Morgenstern

Original Thai Health Massage SAENSUK
•
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•

Traditional body Massage
Foot Massage
Steam-heated herb pouch Massage
Face Massage
Hot stone Massage
Wellness for body and soul
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Opening Hours: Mon.–Fri.: 9.30 a.m.–7 p.m.
Sat.:
9.30 a.m.–4 p.m.

Give the gift of health
with a coupon
to family and friends.
Experienced personnel with a long
professional history is looking
forward to your coming!
Our new staff is looking
forward to seeing you.
Untere Vorstadt 9 · 91275 Auerbach
Telephone: 09643-20 62 662

HOHENFELS, Germany — Drowning is a global health issue,
larger than many accept, and is almost entirely preventable.
All official lakes and pools in Germany have their own lifeguards. One of the largest groups is the Deutsche LebensRettungs-Gesellschaft. Founded in 1913, the DLRG has over
1.8 million members and supporters worldwide and is one of
the biggest life-saving organizations in the world. By educating young children and teaching them how to swim with the
possibility to earn the “Seahorse Badge,” the organization is
trying to prevent the rise of drowning victims.
Due to the volume of swimming accidents this year, the DLRG
is reminding people about their basic water rules.
“The first piece of advice is for everyone to follow the simple
rules,” said DLRG member Achim Wiese. “For a good reason,
the rules are not to swim under the influence of alcohol, near
boats, nor should you just jump directly into the cold water in
hot weather without cooling down (so as) to reduce the risk
of a circulatory collapse.”
The USAG Bavaria Safety Office emphasizes that all rivers,
lakes and ponds on post are deemed off-limits for swimmers.
Also, U.S. Army Europe does not authorize swimming in any
lakes, ponds, rivers or pools off post unless there is a lifeguard always present.

“

“Almost 80 percent of the drowned people, especially young men,
would often underestimate their
own capabilities, the danger and
their strength,” said Wiese.

response units, such as the Rescue Diving Unit. The units
are needed for the salvaging of goods, vehicles, garbage and
corpses. The education of a rescue diver usually takes one
to two years and requires an annual dive-medical evaluation.
Both organizations award their members different German
Rescue swimming badges for their proficiency in rescue
swimming skills. The German rescue-swimming badge is
awarded in bronze, silver and gold. The awards are available
as a cloth patch, as a metal badge or as a ribbon. But the
requirements are not easy to achieve.
To receive the badge in bronze you have to be at least 12
years of age and successfully undergo many tests.

“Almost 80 percent of the drowned people, especially young
men, would often underestimate their own capabilities, the
danger and their strength,” said Wiese.

At the age of 15, teenagers who have already received their
bronze badge can try out for the silver badge by completing
a First-Aid course and a different set of tasks and test.

With over 2,100 local clubs and over six million hours of volunteer work per year, the DLRG is nationwide the number one
for swimming and lifesaving education. With a range from Lifeguards, Swift Water Operators and Rescue divers, the DLRG
is well prepared for any emergencies.

To receive the rescue-swimming badge in gold, you must be
at least 16 years of age, have successfully finished a first-aid
course, to include a medical certificate of physical fitness,
and have the rescue-swimming badge in silver.

The DLRG does not only create and promote activities to fight
drowning and provide lifeguards at public places. The group
also teaches swimming and self-rescue to the public, basic
and advanced training in First Aid.
The DLRG is not the only lifeguard association in Germany.
The Wasserwacht (Water guard) is a non-profit organization
belonging to the German Red Cross. They also have a responsibility to train and educate non-swimmers, and to keep
nature and the waterways clean and safe.
The Wasserwacht provides live-saving services on most lakes
and pools in, as well as on the coast of Germany. Therefore, they require fast and powerful transportation in case
of an emergency. For their execution on the water during an
emergency, the Wasserwacht maintains special emergency

| by Christina Wilson
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Germany’s lifeguard
associations protect swimmers,
promote swim education

Army garrisons in
Europe migrating
to new mass
warning system
U.S. Army installations across Europe will
soon migrate to a new emergency messaging
system beginning this summer. Alert! Mass
Warning Notification System, or MWNS, will
replace the current AtHoc system.

U.S. Army installations across Europe will soon migrate to a
new emergency messaging system beginning this summer.

Photo Credit: U.S. Army graphic by Nicole Blanks, Army Materiel Command

Alert! Mass Warning Notification System, or MWNS, will replace the current AtHoc system.
The Army's MWNS notifies service members, Army civilians
and their families during a crisis. MWNS operators, for example, can issue alerts in the event of an active shooter, inclement weather or any other event requiring immediate notification.
The migration will affect all U.S. Army personnel stationed at
or on assignment in Europe.
Installation Management Command-Europe -- the agency
overseeing Army garrisons in Europe -- joins the Army-wide
effort to migrate to the new mass warning system. The Army
published an order Dec. 13, 2018, directing the migration.
The Army currently has two systems deployed across 100
installations. The migration to a single MWNS reduces costs
and redundant investments. Migration across the Army will be
complete no later than Feb. 29, 2020, according to EXORD
033-19.
Army garrisons in Europe will migrate July 22 - Aug. 2, 2019,
according to the following timeline:

JULY 29 - AUG. 2, 2019
•
•
•
•

USAG Bavaria
USAG Benelux
USAG Italy
U.S. Army Europe

The Alert! MWNS provides similar service to the AtHoc system, capable of sending emergency notifications to worldwide users via desktop pop-up, mobile phone, SMS text,
email and public distribution.
Alert!, however, is a government off-the-shelf system, meaning
it was created and owned by the U.S. federal government. So
unlike AtHoc, Alert! doesn't have license fees and is cheaper
to operate. It also means that your Alert! account will follow
your Army career -- both as a civilian and service member
overseas and in the U.S.
Additionally, Alert! allows registered users to add up to 10
different phone numbers to include more family members and
dependents.
Current AtHoc user accounts will automatically be migrated
to the Alert! system, so there's no need to register. Personnel
not covered by the AtHoc system will be afforded the opportunity to register for the Alert! after the migration is complete.
For more, contact your garrison emergency manager and
visit your garrison's website.

JULY 22 - 26, 2019
•
•
•
•

USAG
USAG
USAG
USAG

Ansbach
Rheinland Pfalz
Stuttgart
Wiesbaden
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| by Nathan Van Schaik, USAG Bavaria

ANALYSIS:
Disasters
are going
to cost
you more

Imagine there was widespread damage from a natural catastrophe while serving overseas and the U.S. Army refused to pay or
render aid. Unfathomable? Well, get ready Army.
Effective May 29, 2019, the Army no longer pays claims for unusual occurrences under the Personnel Claims Act when the
damage is caused by flood, hurricane, earthquake, or other acts
of nature or weather phenomena. That’s according to Army Directive 2019-21 (Restrictions on Personnel Claim Payments).
Disasters in Germany have historically caused considerable economic and human losses. Over time and space, storms, floods,
extreme temperatures and earthquakes (yes, those things can
happen) have had the largest impact in Germany.
In its 2016 report, the Center for Disaster Management and Risk
Reduction Technology (CEDIM) detailed comprehensive research
on natural disasters in Germany. In a two-week period from May
through June 2016, large parts of Germany were repeatedly affected by severe thunderstorms.
Extreme rain exceeding 100 mm within 1-2 hours led to dramatic
rise of water levels of various creeks. On May 29, a flash flood
with a wave height of up to 3.5 m/11.5 ft damaged around 80
buildings in Braunsbach (Baden-Württemberg). Three days later,
an extreme flood struck the town of Simbach (Bavaria) killing seven people as the 5m/16 ft high wall of water and debris rushed
into town.
The Ahr valley (Rhineland-Palatinate) experienced heavy rain
events over many days causing the worst flood ever reported.
Around 7,000+ structures were affected in some manner, leading
to an estimated €1.2 billion Euros in damages, according to the
German Insurance Association (GDV).
And American service members, civilians and family are not
alone.

Since July 1, 2019, the Bavarian government will no longer pay
compensation or aid for natural catastrophes. According to the
Sueddeutsche Zeitung, from 2010 – 2018, the Bavarian government paid out almost €900 million.
The occurrences and damages of natural disasters and their rising costs have been growing over the past decade and the fiscal
impacts are no longer calculable causing both the U.S. Army and
several other German state governments to stop providing compensation. Instead, they are encouraging individual responsibility
for personal property.
Those who don’t have hazard, renter or personal property insurance may be left with the clean-up and loss.
A spokesperson from the Bavarian Ministry of Finance remarked,
“As in other areas of life, the principles of self-reliance and personal precaution also apply to protection against natural hazards.”
The U.S. Army position is that Soldiers “should ensure they maintain private insurance against personal property losses caused
by adverse weather and other hazards insurance normally covers.”
Many of the entitlements for disaster assistance and relief have
been granted by German State governments since 2011. The best
advice may be from the Bavarian state government who urges
all citizens in Bavaria to check “their own insurance against the
growing natural hazards and to fully insure property and household effects.”
The Emergency Financial First Aid Kit (EFFAK), is a joint publication from Operation Hope and FEMA that may help you prepare
financially and provide tips to reduce the impact disasters can
leave you with financially. It is available in both Spanish and English from FEMA at https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/
documents/96123.
| by Tom Janis
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Editor’s note: Tom Janis is the Emergency Manager at U.S. Army
Garrison Bavaria. This is his contribution and analysis.
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Understanding
ESSO fuel cards
The Rose Barracks Express is one of many locations to use your Esso card.

The Esso card is a form of rationing introduced to help prevent
over-purchasing high-demand goods such as gasoline. Because
of the Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) with our host nation,
there are still certain items that require a ration card for purchase, according to AE Regulation 600-700.
An example of modern day rationing, the transaction and the ability to monitor the transaction prints on the receipt.
“The receipt will not only show the remaining dollar balance for
the account, but it will also show the remaining ration balance,
the vehicle registration expiration date, and the actual card stock
expiration date. This may not be the case for ESSO receipts.
Some will only have the Euro amount,” said Ruth Wagner, ESSO
Fuel Card Program Manager, Retail Operations Europe Region
Headquarters.

Photo Credit: Payton Porter, USAG Bavaria Public Affairs

The following information includes tips and procedures provided
by the Retail Operations Europe Region Headquarters and supported by Army in Europe Regulation 600-17 on usage of fuels
cards:
Privately-Owned Vehicle (POV) ESSO fuel card reminders:
• If you receive a new license plate, for any reason, you must
get a new ESSO fuel card that matches your new registration document.
• The fuel card is license plate and ID number specific — when
your license plate or ID changes, renew your fuel card.
• Names on fuel card and registration must match, and fuel
cards can only be issued in the presence of the owner and/
or co-owner.
• Fuel card accounts are opened under the sponsor’s social
security number.
• Fuel card rations are individual to a vehicle, but money on an
account is available for ALL registered vehicles.
• A Power of Attorney may authorize you to drive someone
else’s vehicle, but it does not allow purchasing tax free fuel
under the fuel card program.
• When your vehicle registration expires, the fuel card also
expires. There is no grace period. The card is deactivated
at midnight on the day the registration expires.
11 | Bavarian Times

STV (Short Term Vehicle) ESSO fuel card reminders:
• The STV registration will expire at midnight on the last day
on the registration document. Any refueling after this day
will result in paying the full price without the possibility of a
refund. Tax free fuel may not be purchased again until the
registration is renewed and the fuel card replaced.
• The fuel card is license plate and ID number specific — when
your license plate or ID changes, renew your fuel card.
• Fuel card accounts are opened under the sponsor’s social
security number only, even if the sponsor’s name is not on
the Customs document. Names on the STV registration document must be on the fuel card.
• Fuel card rations are individual to a vehicle, but money on an
account is available for ALL registered vehicles.
• Buying fuel at an ESSO gas station with an expired fuel card
or STV document will result in paying the German economy
fuel prices.
• Exceeding your ration at an Exchange gas station will result
in all liters over your authorized ration being charged at the
German economy price.
• Log on to Your ESSO Web Page by going to: www.shopmyexchange.com
Payment options:
• You can access your ration and fuel card balance at https://
odin.aafes.com/esso, or by calling the toll-free number at
0800-181-9945. The number is also on the back of your
fuel card.
• Add money to your ESSO fuel card using cash, check, Military Star card, debit or credit at AAFES gas stations and
Expresses. You can also add money to your card at https://
odin.aafes.com/esso or by calling the toll-free number at
08001819945.
• The ability to fill up for less is great, especially when you
want to travel and see Europe. The ESSO fuel card, however,
is only good in Germany, according to the Retail Operations
Europe Region. Prepare to pay full gas prices when traveling to nearby countries such as Czech Republic, Austria
and Italy.
For more information, contact the ESSO fuel ration card team at
yyeuessofuelcard@aafes.com or visit www.aafes.com/exchangestores/overseas/germany-fuel-ration/faq.htm.

| by Payton Porter

Photo Credit: lovemask – stock.adobe.com

GRAFENWOEHR, Germany — The Esso card is a convenient way
to pay for fuel, but certain policies and procedures for the retail
sale of duty-free motor fuel affect authorized personnel in Germany.

garmisch

New authorization expands eligibility
for guests at Edelweiss Lodge and Resort
in Garmisch, Germany
GARMISCH, Germany — Beginning June 3, 2019, active-duty
military service members, retirees and civilian/military ID cardholders living outside Europe will be eligible to vacation at the
Edelweiss Lodge and Resort in Garmisch, Germany.
The Edelweiss recently received approval from U.S. Army Europe and the Federal Republic of Germany to allow military
members stationed outside Europe and retirees to visit the resort on a limited, space-available basis.
“We’re elated to once again be able to provide memorable vacation experiences to all service members and retirees, not just
those living in Europe,” said Brian Borda, Edelweiss general
manager.

being objectives. Located at premier vacation destinations
throughout the world, AFRC resorts are affordable joint service
facilities operated by the U.S. Army Installation Management
Command. Other AFRC facilities are in Waikiki Beach, Hawaii;
Walt Disney World in Florida, and Seoul, South Korea.

For more information about reservations
at Edelweiss Lodge and Resort,
visit www.edelweisslodgeandresort.com

Photo Credit: Edelweiss Lodge and Resort (2)

| by U.S. Army news release
“Our mission at the Edelweiss Resort is extremely important for
the morale and retention of our military members, their families
and, once again, our retirees,” he said.
Guests outside Europe are encouraged to make reservations
at the Edelweiss well in advance to ensure availability. Eligibility restrictions had been in place at the Edelweiss since June
2015 after a command review determined that eligibility rules
consistent with the Status of Forces Agreement were not being
fully met.
Armed Forces Recreation Center Resorts serve as force multipliers by supporting military readiness, retention and well-
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New U.S. citizens
naturalized at
USAG Bavaria
ahead of
4th of July
GRAFENWHOER, Germany — Twelve members of the USAG
Bavaria community will be celebrating freedom and independence this 4th of July as newly, naturalized United States citizens.

“Newcomers have a special way of appreciating the opportunities of the Land of the Brave and the Home of the Free, and
when they seize those opportunities, our whole nation benefits,” Scrivens said in his speech.

USAG Bavaria hosted a naturalization ceremony July 3 at the
Tower View Conference Center where those 12 individuals
from 10 different countries took the Oath of Allegiance and
officially became American citizens.

Scrivens also urged the participants to always remember the
culture and traditions from their home countries as they begin
their new journeys as American citizens.
A video message from the President of the United States and
a video to God Bless America by Lee Greenwood followed.

The citizens naturalized at the ceremony originally come from
Ghana, South Korea, Nicaragua, Venezuela, Russia, Philippines, Moldova, Vietnam, Germany and Costa Rica.

“I am very happy that I am now an American citizen and I am
grateful to this country,” said Raquel Rodriguez, who is originally from Nicaragua.

Photo Credit: Gertrud Zach, Training Support Activity Europe

Vocalist Nicole Johnson-Vogl began the ceremony by singing
the National Anthem.

Spc. Kirill Skryabin, who emigrated from Russia to the United
States in 2017 and lived in New York before enlisting in the
U.S. Army, had his own large cheering section at the ceremony.

“Today, is a day you have looked forward to for a very long
time and perhaps dreamed of for even longer,” said International Adjudications Officer, Lisa Wohlrab, in welcoming remarks. “Today is the day that each one of you will officially
become American Citizens.”

“I am proud of this moment right now. It’s really great as I’ve
been waiting for this moment for a really long time,” said Skryabin.

The call of countries and administration of the Oath of Allegiance were conducted by Roland Lyons, U.S. citizenship and
immigration services field officer director.
“Conducting a naturalization ceremony this week is the most
special ceremony of the entire year as we celebrate the 4th of
July,” said Lyons.

“I have always loved America,” said Denteh Eoahemaa Esther,
who is originally from Ghana. “When I was a child I always
wanted to see America and now that I have the opportunity
and live here, I hope to vote and exercise all of the rights that
all Americans have.”

USAG Bavaria Chief of Staff Lt. Col. Gregory C. Scrivens, who
himself took the oath of citizenship in 1992, gave the keynote
remarks at the event. Scrivens was born in England.

| by Kim Anderson
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Opinion:
Be informed
when adding
a dog to
the family
in Germany

HOHENFELS, Germany — Adding a dog to your family is a big
responsibility. My dog, for example, is part of the family and not
just a “toy” or convenient. We have to get up in the middle of the
night when he has to go outside, feed him twice a day (not forgetting the treats!), and make sure he is groomed and cared for.
Yes, picking a puppy can be overwhelming, especially while having your children with you. Seeing little dogs makes your heart
melt and you would like to take everybody home. But before you
do adopt that puppy, you should ask yourself a few questions.
The biggest one is, what breed would fit in my family? Should it
be a big dog or small, perhaps even two at once?

Photo Credit: Blanscape – stock.adobe.com

In the States, we had a big yard with a private fence. I worked
from home and could adjust my schedule to my needs. So we
decided we would get a dog so my daughter would have a playmate and a protector. Now we had to decide on the breed. All my
life we had German shepherds as pets. Great dogs and protective. Yes, of course I was ready to get one. My husband never
had a dog, so his first choice was a Rottweiler. Then we met a
couple who had English mastiffs. After reading up on the breed
and getting involved with the dogs from our friends, we decided
to get one. Jake, our adorable and clumsy mastiff, fit right in to
the family.
Shortly after, we received orders for Germany. Our first thought
was “Oh my gosh. How are we going to get him over there and
how will he adjust to the smaller yards?” After settling into the
new house and preparing to get Jake to Hohenfels, he passed
away two days before the arrival in Germany.
After a couple of years in Germany without a dog, we decided
that it was time to add a new member to the family. Using our
own spreadsheet, we asked ourselves a few significant questions: “How time consuming and what are the expenses of owning
a dog? Which breed would fit into your family and lifestyle? Researching/choosing a Health Insurance for pets? What are the rules

and regulations in your County?” Our answers to the questions
clearly indicated that we should get a smaller breed.
We started our journey with a Tierheime (animal shelter), breeders and different animal organizations and, surprisingly, Ballou,
a Yorkshire terrier, became a member of the family.
Germans take animal welfare very seriously, so anyone adopting
a new pet should expect hundreds of questions from the shelter
about everything from your house and garden size to your working hours and family to whether you promise not to abandon
your pet when you do move.
Having a dog in Germany comes with rules and regulations. Every state, or even the counties, has different rules or regulations.
In Bavaria, for example, some breeds are forbidden or need to
wear a muzzle at all times while being outside. If you are not sure
if your dog falls under this rule, you can get a list of these breeds
at your local Veterinary Treatment Facility.
And did you know that every dog taller than 50 cm at the shoulder needs to be on the leash at all times? How about that you
cannot take your dogs into a grocery store or to a swimming
pool? On the other hand, you can take your dog almost anywhere
in Germany, in restaurants, shopping malls, hotels, and parks.
When dogs aren’t allowed you’ll see the sign.
It’s also important to clean up after your pet. There is an up to 70
Euro fine if you do not pick up the poop of your dog in common
areas.
If you PCS with your pets to Germany, remember it is important
to contact your local veterinarian and transportation office for assistance in assembling all the appropriate paperwork. The USAG
Bavaria Vet Clinic compiled a starter list to make the transition for
you and your pets less stressful.
| by Christina Wilson
Bavarian Times | 14

Town hall addresses housing problems, successes and improvements

Garrison Commander Col. Adam Boyd hosted a housing town
hall at the Tower Barracks Theater June 25 to update the U.S.
Army Garrison Bavaria community on housing issues at Grafenwoehr, Netzaberg and Vilseck.
Earlier this spring, unit and garrison leadership conducted visits
to all government-leased housing, on-post housing and barracks
to assess the scale and scope of housing issues — prompted by
housing concerns across the Department of Defense. The garrison also held six town halls across Bavaria to address housing
problems and questions.
Senior leaders assessed 100 percent of the 4,339 homes and
barracks at USAG Bavaria — the largest number of governmentleased and owned homes and barracks among any Army garrison in Europe.
“Our immediate priority of the visits was meeting U.S. Army obligations to provide safe, quality family housing,” Boyd said.
The garrison did end up relocating several families due to conditions considered unsafe. But at present, all housing problems
at USAG Bavaria impacting life, health and safety have been resolved.
Those conditions affecting “life, health and safety” include situations that — if left uncorrected — could cause harm or injury
to a person or extensive damage to a facility. Examples include
water, fuel, gas, hazardous material or chemical leaks; electrical
hazards; busted pipes or flooding in a room or barracks; entire
houses or barracks without heat, water and/or power; or downed
trees generating immediate danger.

“

“Our immediate priority of the
visits was meeting U.S. Army obligations to provide safe, quality
family housing,” Boyd said.

In response, Boyd and housing officials recently met with the
German federal real estate office known as BImA to communicate with property managers to enforce required and contractual
services.
Work order transparency. Tenants living in government-controlled
housing can submit work orders for repairs. Additionally, a common problem was the work order resulted in slow response time,
no response time at all, or no follow-up at all. The garrison is
working on a better system of transparency, which would look
to improve communication, increase feedback of services, and
better follow-up on scheduled appointments.
Sponsorship. When the chain of command is involved with Soldiers moving in or out of quarters, problems were significantly reduced. A Soldier’s command, for example, can be involved when
he or she signs for or leaves quarters. To help achieve this, USAG
Bavaria will offer more sponsorship training to lay foundation for
improved Sponsorship Programs.
“We still can and must improve,” Boyd concluded. “As a garrison
we’re always looking for ways to help create a better experience
for inprocessing and outprocessing Soldiers and families.”
USAG Bavaria holds quarterly town halls to address housing issues. The next town hall will be in September.
| by Nathan Van Schaik

The USAG Bavaria Housing Division has made progress since
the initial housing town halls. For example, staff with the Housing
Division established a 24/7 housing hotline (DSN 475-6324, CIV
09641-83-6324), created a USAG Bavaria “How-To” video series,
and re-energized a responsive Housing Facebook page.
But issues identified in the findings indicate the work is far from
over. The most common issues included the following:
Maintenance. One common finding from the home visits included poor response time and service by repair and maintenance
staff known in Germany as hausmeisters. In some cases, there
has been a language barrier between tenants and hausmeisters.
15 | Bavarian Times
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GRAFENWOEHR, Germany — Maintenance response times, lack
of transparency of housing work orders, and effective sponsorship were among common findings of over four thousand recent
home and barracks visits here, said the garrison commander at a
town hall to address housing issues.

health

Red Cross issues
heat safety tips
as temperatures climb
VILSECK, Germany — It’s hot out there and the soaring
temperatures can be dangerous. The American Red Cross
has steps people can follow to help stay safe when it’s hot
outside.

NEVER LEAVE CHILDREN OR PETS IN YOUR VEHICLE.
The inside temperature of the car can quickly reach 120
degrees. Other heat safety steps include:
• Stay hydrated, drink plenty of fluids. Avoid drinks with
caffeine or alcohol.
• Avoid extreme temperature changes.
• Wear loose-fitting, lightweight, light-colored clothing.
Avoid dark colors as they absorb the sun’s rays.
• Slow down, stay indoors. Avoid strenuous exercise
during the hottest part of the day.
• Postpone outdoor games and activities.
• Use a buddy system when working in excessive heat.
Take frequent breaks if working outdoors.
• Check on family, friends and neighbors who do not
have air conditioning, who spend much of their time
alone or who are more likely to be affected by the
heat.
• If you don’t have air conditioning, go to public spaces
for relief from the heat during the warmest part of the
day.

HEAT STROKE IS LIFE-THREATENING. Signs include hot,

red skin, which may be dry or moist, changes in consciousness, vomiting and high body temperature. Call
Emergency Services immediately if someone shows signs
of heat stroke. Move the person to a cooler place. Quickly
cool the person’s body by immersing them up to their
neck in cold water if possible. Otherwise, douse or spray
the person with cold water, or cover the person with cold,
wet towels or bags of ice.

DON’T FORGET YOUR PETS. Check on animals frequently
to ensure that they are not suffering from the heat. Make
sure they have plenty of shade and cool water.
•

Animals can suffer heat stroke, a common problem for
pets in the warmer weather. Some of the signs of heat
stroke in your pet are:
• Heavy panting and unable to calm down, even
when lying down.
• Brick red gum color
• Fast pulse rate
• nable to get up.

•

If you suspect your pet has heat stroke, take their temperature rectally.
If the temperature is above 105 degrees, cool the animal down. The easiest way to do this is by using the
water hose. Stop cooling the animal when the temperature reaches 103 degrees.
Bring your pet to a veterinarian as soon as possible
as heat stroke can lead to severe organ dysfunction
and damage.
Take the Red Cross Cat and Dog First Aid online
course.
This course provides owners, pet-sitters and dog walkers with step-by-step instructions for what to do if a
pet is choking, has a wound, needs CPR or other care.

•

HEAT EXHAUSTION. Excessive heat can lead to sunburn,

heat cramps, heat exhaustion and heat stroke. If someone
is experiencing heat cramps in the legs or abdomen, get
them to a cooler place, have them rest, lightly stretch the
affected muscle, and replenish their fluids with a half a
glass (about 4 ounces) of cool water every 15 minutes.

If someone is exhibiting signs of heat exhaustion (cool,
moist, pale or flushed skin, heavy sweating, headache,
nausea, dizziness, weakness exhaustion), move them to a
cooler place, remove or loosen tight clothing and spray the
person with water or apply cool, wet cloths or towels to
the skin. Fan the person. If they are conscious, give small
amounts of cool water to drink. Make sure the person drinks
slowly. Watch for changes in condition. If the person refuses
water, vomits or begins to lose consciousness, call 9-1-1.

•

•
•

The Red Cross has several resources for people to learn
how to treat heat emergencies including online and inperson training courses, a free First Aid App and Pet First
Aid App, and a First Aid Skill for Amazon Alexa-enabled
devices.

| by American Red Cross
Bavarian Times | 16
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Dr. med. dent. Christoph Radeck
Dental Aesthetics
Cosmetic corrections

Prophylaxis

Healthy and beautiful teeth for a lifetime

General Dentistry

Skilled Gentle Dentistry for a Beautiful Smile

0961/ 401 92 10

Opening Hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday 8.00 - 12.00 and 14.00 - 18.00
Wednesday and Friday 8.00 - 12.00

TRICARE OCONUS PREFERRED DENTIST
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health
Outdoor campers
can expect insect
bites when camping near standing
water bodies.

When insects turn into
party poopers

Photo Credit: djd/Coolakut/Getty (2)

How to enjoy leisure activities despite nasty insect bites and stitches

(djd). If the sun lights up the sky, there’s no stopping young
and old from spending time outside. Especially kids love walking
through the grass barefoot, squirt with water, climb on trees or
pick sweet fruit in the garden. But there is something out there
that spoils all the fun: nasty pests that fly through the air or crawl
through the grass and attack our skin. When defensive bees
sting, mosquitos cause itching wheals, or ants spatter their burning acid, discomfort often lasts for days.
Treating maltreated skin
Fast help is not only needed when suffering from insect bites to
relieve itching, redness and a feeling of tension. Nettles, thistles and some garden plants also leave traces on sensitive skin.
Thus, it’s great to carry an ointment such as Coolakut Stich &
Sun Pflege-Gel in your purse, diaper bag, beach bag or picnic
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TRICARE Europe

GmbH

Marienstraße 6  92224 Amberg
Phone 09621/15269
Fax 09621/33144
www.sanitaetshaus-lange.de
Branch
Sulzbach-Rosenberg
Fröschau 34–38
Phone 09661/102404

Business Spectrum:

Prostheses · insets · compression hosiery · breast dentures
wheelchairs · corsages · girdles

basket. The dermatology tested gel contains mainly natural
ingredients and may even be
used on babies, age six months
and older. Its ingredient calendula officinalis, for example,
supports the healing of the skin;
urtica urens soothes redness of
the skin and ledum palustre is
used on skin irritations that require cooling. Additionally, extracts from apis mellifica have
proven to soothe redness and
sensitivity to touch.

Some plants may cause skin irritations.
Gardening gloves will protect you.

Protect the skin from the sun
Mosquito bites are harmless if you do not suffer from allergies
but they often itch badly. Thus, insect bites and stings should be
treated quickly, especially with kids because otherwise, they will
start scratching which increases the danger of bacteria getting
into the wounds, causing an inflammation. Skin irritations may
also occur as a result of sun burn or after contact with certain
plants. For more information, go to www.coolakut.de. If you have
sensitive skin, you should protect yourself with long clothing and
fend off insects with scented oils or gentle repellents to prevent
getting bitten and stung.

Prof. Dr. med. Theodor Klotz, MPH
Clinic for Urology, Andrology and Pediatric Urology
Kliniken Nordoberpfalz AG

Tricare
Provider

Treatments/Services:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Prostate Cancer Prevention
Vasectomy
Vasovasostomy
Aging Male
Erectile Dysfunction
Sexual Dysfunction
Sexually Transmitted Diseases
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Opening Hours:
Monday–Thursday
Friday

– Benign Prostatic
Hyperplasia
– Lower Urinary Tract
Symptoms

8 a.m.–4 p.m.
8 a.m.–2.30 p.m.

Söllnerstraße 16 · 92637 Weiden
Phone: 0961-303-3302 · Fax: 0961-303-4405

St. Anna Krankenhaus
Sulzbach-Rosenberg

Hospital with human touch and professional competence

The Sankt Anna Hospital in Sulzbach-Rosenberg, your clinic with
heart, is proud to be the only center for hernia surgery in the Oberpfalz recognized and certificated by the German Society of Surgery
(DGCH). The German Society of Surgery is the country´s oldest and
most prestigious association in its field.
As a certificated center, we have proven our high quality of treatment and excellent results concerning surgery of all types of hernias
such as:
Groin hernia
Umbilical hernia
Incisional hernia

Femoral hernia
Hiatal hernia
and others

If you have a hernia or suspect having one and are looking
for high quality treatment tailored to your needs, contact
us and make an appointment anytime you want. We are
happy to serve you!
Dr. med. Walter Luyken
Secretariat
T +49 (0)9961 520-302
F +49 (0)9961 520-269
M CA-Sekretariat-Chirurgie@kh-as.de
Sankt Anna Hospital
Krankenhausstr. 16
92237 Sulzbach-Rosenberg
www.kh-as.de

We are the innovative dental office in the
center of Weiden near Grafenwoehr. Our
experienced dentists and office team
provides the most modern services of the
professional dentistry for you. We are your dentists in Weiden – the dental
office for tooth cleaning and all other dental services.

www.dentist-weiden.com
+ online Appointment

We are Tricare Provider

www.facebook.com/zahnarztweiden
www.instagram.com/zahnarzt.weiden

DENTAL OFFICE
Dr. M. Schmid + Dr. J. Ermer
Wörthstraße 9
92637 Weiden

Phone: 0961 470 371 10
Fax:
0961 470 371 30
info@dentist-weiden.com

OFFICE HOURS
Mo–Thu
8 am – 7 pm
Fr
8 am – 1 pm

How to
achieve a
work-life-balance

Photo Credit: SasinParaksa – stock.adobe.com

A sensitive sense
of self can safe
you from burn-out

(djd). While the so-called Generation Y (born 1980 to 1995)
has grown up with the concept of achieving a work-life-balance,
those ages 40 and up are not very familiar with it. Work-lifebalance describes the fair balance between work hours and
leisure time. Reality, however, is often different. More and more
employees make concessions regarding their work to increase their social status or to earn more money. The threshold
between job and leisure time becomes blurred. Work and relaxation are no longer in balance. Relationships, social contacts
and hobbies re neglected. Unrealistic expectations regarding
oneself and constant readiness put a strain on our nerves and
have a negative impact on our sleep.
Full-throttle ahead into exhaustion
Suddenly, we feel burnt-out, weak and empty. Heavy bodily
exhaustion can alternate with irritability. The greatest problem
for many employees who are heading straight into burn-out is
their belief that it can’t happen to them and that burn-out is
something that only affects others and much younger people,
says stress expert Nathalie Mong. The psychological psychotherapist advises those affected to train their sense of self and

to take signs of exhaustion seriously. A stress analysis by an
expert can help you identify your current stress level and provide you with tips on how to avoid exhaustion. German speakers
find a scientific test to determine their stress level at www.
bad-aibling.de/gesundheit. Those interested may also ask for
a detailed analysis by a specialist, along with behavioral tips.
Find out what causes stress
While remedial measures such as meditation, sufficient sleep.
regular exercise and a healthy diet provide affected individuals
temporary relief, old habits have a tendency to quickly return.
Special burn-out cure leaves help to identify destructive behavior and teach those affected how to permanently change
it. The prevention program “Finding your inner balance in the
moor”, held in Bad Aibling and developed by Ludwig-Maximilians-University Munich together with hospitals, physicians and
therapists, can help and includes a variety of approaches to
find out what causes your stress and teaches you techniques
on how to avoid it in every day life. If you are interested, you can
take a peek at the program by taking an “Emotional Awareness
Weekend” or a “Timeout Week.”

Dr. med. Tobias Riedl
Obstetrics and Gynecology
Prenatal Care / Prenatal Diagnosis

www.facebook.com/riedl.obgyn

Tricare Provider

Rossmarkt 13
92224 Amberg
www.dr-riedl.com
mail@dr-riedl.com
Phone 09621/ 23915

Prepared
for summer
Five important tips on
how to care for your E-bike

Riding an E-bike allows you to cover longer distances in a relaxed
and muscle-power-saving manner.

Wear and tear indicators indicate when to change the tires.

(djd). Take it out of the shed, attic or basement: The warm summer months are high season for E-bikes. But is their technology
still ok? Following are five expert tips on how to quickly and
easily care for your bike.

1. Clean it thoroughly
It is important to thoroughly read the cleaning tips provided in
your bike’s manual to prevent serious mistakes. Be careful with
water so don’t use a high-pressure cleaner. Every E-bike has
delicate electronic parts that must be protected. Less active
ingredients are better. Special bike cleansers are gentle and
won’t damage the bike’s components.

Photo Credit: djd/www.raleigh-bikes.de/Stefan Schopf (2)

2. Check the battery
Before going on your first trip, you should fully charge your battery. For important tips regarding battery storage, go to www.
raleigh-bikes.de. Important: If the battery case is damaged, or
you observe other problems, consult an expert technician who
will test the battery. Dirt on the battery’s contacts an be removed with a little brush. Signs of corrosion (rust) on the contact,
must be dealt with by a technician.

3. Check the brakes
E-bikes are fast and require high-performance breaks. Like
motorcycles, they are often equipped with disk brakes. They
offer a higher resilience and better braking power, especially
when the road is wet. "New brake pads area must if the pads
are worn or gone - otherwise metal rubs against metal and damages the E-bike," says Henning Moehlmann, senior product
manager at Raleigh bikes. The brake pads of caliper brakes
have fine grooves. If they’re gone, they must be exchanged.

4. Check the tires
Bike tires feature wear and tear indicators. They are construc21 | Bavarian Times

ted like car tires. Their grooves contain small raisings. If they
are gone, the tire should be exchanged.

5. Check the chain
If you buy an E-bike with belts instead of a chain, it is low-maintenance, rustproof and features less wear and tear. However,
if your bike has a chain, it requires regular maintenance, including checking the chain’s condition and tension. "How often a
chain must be adjusted and greased depends on the usage,"
says Moehlmann. It is recommended to grease the chain after
every long ride in the rain.

traffic
cars & Traffic
E-scooters with a maximum speed of 20 km/h
will soon be seen more
often on German bike
trials and roads.

Green light for E-scooters:
Rules and regulations govern the use of E-scooters

Photo Credit: djd/DEVK; goodzone95 – stock.adobe.ocm

(djd). They are small, quiet and run on batteries: E-scooters with
a maximum speed of 20 km/h will soon be seen more often on
German bike trials and roads. The Federal Council of Germany
recently passed the respective law. Which rules and regulations
must E-scooter drivers abide by?
Pay attention to the operating permit
Prior to taking to the road, E-scooters drivers must pay attention
to several rules and regulations. Your E-scooter must have an
operating permit from the German Federal Office for Motor Vehicles, and must be equipped with light and a bell. Most models
you can buy these days, do not fulfill these requirements. If that’s
the case, they may only be operated on private property. If you
are caught driving with them on public property, you are committing a criminal offense and will be prosecuted.
It makes sense to wear a helmet
E-scooter may not be driven on pedestrian
walkways and in pedestrian zones. They must
stay on bike trails, or if there is none available,

on the road. They may be operated at the age of 14 and up. German traffic laws do not require wearing a helmet but it is highly
recommended to do so.
Insure it first, then drive!
It is also important to know that E-scooter owners E-scooters,
however, will not get a license plate. Instead, a sticker will
be proof of insurance and must be applied so that it
can be easily seen. Insurance is valid until the end of
February 2020. Then, a new insurance sticker must
be bought. It can be purchased at any DEVK Insurance agency, for example. This insurance company
charges drivers age 23 and older 38.40 Euro per
year for liability insurance. Younger drivers have a
higher accidents risk and are charged more. This
insurance also offers partially comprehensive insurance coverage with a 150 Euro deductible
for scooters worth up to 2,500 Euro. The
company also offers insurance for VOI-lease
scooters.
Bavarian Times | 22

cars & traffic

If necessary,
video review may be used

Photo Credit: djd/NEXTBASE

Traffic accidents: Dashcams are approved
if data protection is maintained

Dashcams provide drivers with the
comfortable feeling that there will
be video of what happened in case
of an emergency.

Photo Credit: djd/NEXTBASE

(djd). A ruling of Germany’s
Federal Court from May 2018
legalized the use of dashcams on the windshield in
Germany whose video pictures might be of assistance
when investigating accidents.
They also provide drivers with
the comfortable feeling that
there will be video of what happened in case of an emergency. The cameras also have a positive effect on the driver’s
own performance since the camera’s picture may also record
potential wrong behavior by the owner. However, you must be
careful when employing dashcams because German law still
heavily regulates the recording of pictures because the recording device has a negatively affects the privacy of others.
German Federal Court: May be used as evidence in court
Germany’s Federal Court ruled that video pictures may generally be used as evidence in court because of the lack of
evidence in many traffic cases. Permanent recording without
reason, however, violates privacy and data protection laws.
The court’s ruling only applies to short, incident-driven recordings that document accidents and help clarify controversial
facts in court. Therefore, it is not allowed to arbitrarily record
video of other traffic. The so-called loop recording, which is
already integrated in most dashcams, provides a solution for
this problem since it continuously overwrites previous recordings. Permanent recordings are either initiated by a sensor
in case of an incident, or by pushing a button on the camera
which saves and protects the recording from being overwritten again.
23 | Bavarian Times
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Allowed at
the wheel or
not?

German Traffic Law
does not include any
rules regarding footwear. However, traffic law stipulates that
drivers must be able
to maintain control of
the vehicle and that
includes being able to
sufficiently apply the
brakes.

Legal tips: Everything
you need to know
about flip-flops, smartphones et al.

Photo Credit: djd/Roland-Rechtsschutz-Versicherungs-AG/Fotolia/Vitaly Krivosheev; djd/Roland Rechtsschutz-Versicherungs-AG/thx

(djd). A trivial offense, strictly forbidden or even allowed? There are a lot of half-truths and mistakes in law when it comes
hat is allowed when driving. Following is the most important
information regarding the four most often asked questions:
May I operate the smartphone navigation function while
driving a vehicle?
"Regulations regarding the use of phones while driving are
very strict," says traffic law expert and Roland Insurance Co.
associate lawyer advisor Sebastian Asshoff of Kahlert Padberg law firm in Hamm. It includes that drivers are not allowed
to use the smartphone navigation function, or any other smartphone application while driving. You may only handle your
smartphone when the engine is turned off. However, if your
smartphone is inserted into a holding device, the navigation
system may be used and a phone call may be answered. "But
even then, the regulation applies that when you are permanently operating your phone, you can expect a 100 Euro fine and
a point in the German traffic offender registry in Flensburg, "
says Asshoff. If you have an accident, you also run the risk of
losing your insurance coverage.

Is it forbidden to wear flip-flops and high heels when driving a vehicle?
German Traffic Law does not include any rules regarding footwear. However, traffic law stipulates that drivers must be able
to maintain control of the vehicle and that includes being able
to sufficiently apply the brakes. "This includes that the driver
is able to apply the brakes in case of an emergency in a forceful and controlled manner. If an accident happens and it can
be proven that problems occurred as a result of the footwear,
it can lead to judicial problems and a fine for a misdemeanor,”
warns Asshoff. The same applies to driving barefoot.
Temporary no parking zone: Can my car be towed?
A temporary no parking zone sign has appeared where I parked
my car. But may my car be towed even if I did not know about
this temporary restriction at the time I parked my car there?
"A temporary no parking zone must b announced at least 72
hours in advance," says Asshoff. If the car owner is not present
during that time, he must ask somebody to regularly look after
the car and move it, if necessary. If he does not do that the car
will be towed and the registered owner must pay the cost.
Parking meter defect: Must I walk to the
next parking meter?
"If another parking meter is within sight, you
must go there to get a ticket. If not, you risk
being fined," says Asshoff. However, if no
other parking meter is within sight, you must
put the parking disk in your windshield and
you may not park there beyond the allowed
maximum parking time. The parking disk is
set correctly when the arrow points to the
net half hour after arrival, i.e. if you arrive at
1405 hrs., the arrow must be put at 1430 hrs.
There are strict rules regarding the use of
navigation devices and phones while driving.
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Prepare for your vacation
A vehicle check prevents annoying breakdowns while traveling

A check of your vehicle before going on a
long trip prevents annoying breakdowns.

Photo Credit: djd/Robert Bosch GmbH (2)

(djd). Going on vacation by car: If you travel with a lot of baggage and want to mobile at your vacation destination, then
traveling by car is your best choice. In Germany, every second
German goes on vacation by car, according to the ADAC’s
travel monitor. Nothing is more annoying, however, than experiencing a breakdown while traveling. Therefore, it is worth
your while to have your vehicle thoroughly checked in the shop
before leaving. This is especially important when traveling with
a recreational vehicle which are often parked for long periods
of time.
Exchange old batteries
An empty battery, for example, is an unnecessary annoyance
when traveling and still is one of the most frequent causes of
a breakdown, says Bosch expert Martin Körner: "Although the
battery is one most frequent causes for a breakdown, only a
few drivers pay attention to its condition. Most of the time it
is only exchanges when it is already empty." One of the main
causes are additionally installed appliances that are often connected to the battery such as a navigation device or a smartphone. Thus, a charger is helpful when going on long trips.
The battery chargers C3 or C7 by Bosch are light, compact
and can be used with all common batteries. They can also be
used for batteries in RVs and on boats.

a clear view. You should also check whether your first aid kit
is still completely filled, that warning vests are on board and
that you carry spare fuses and bulbs with you. When it’s hot,
the car’s air conditioning system is also expected to perform
at its peak. Therefore, cabin filters should be exchanged once
a year or every 15,000 kilometers. The so-called Filter+ works
three-fold: Its activated carbon layer neutralizes gases and a
microfiber layer filters 99 percent of all particulates. Additionally, an anti-allergy layer with a grid structure renders allergens harmless.

Nothing is more annoying than a breakdown while traveling. A check up before
departing can prevent that.

Check brakes, tires et al.
If you take your vehicle for a summer check up, your mechanic will also check the brakes, tires, wiper blades and the air
conditioning. All of this is part of a vehicle’s security-relevant
technical systems which are in heavy use during long trips. If
the sun is blinding, a dirty windshield can be very dangerous.
New wiper blades and a filled windshield wiper system provide
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Chevrolet debuts all-new 2021
Trailblazer, grows Brand’s SUV family
Trailblazer enters one of the
fastest-growing SUV segments
The Trailblazer joins the Chevrolet portfolio in early 2020, and
with this new entry Chevrolet offers customers one of the broadest lineups of crossovers and SUVs. Positioned between the
Trax and Equinox, the 2021 Chevrolet Trailblazer will join the fastgrowing small SUV segment.
“The Trailblazer’s great design enables more personalization,”
said Steve Majoros, director of Chevrolet passenger car and
crossover marketing. “Trailblazer is a continuation of the design
language for Chevy’s crossover family and extends our momentum into one of the industry’s fastest-growing segments.”
The Chevrolet Trailblazer will include an RS trim with standard
two-tone roof that allows drivers to purchase a vehicle that reflects their lifestyle.
The Trailblazer’s unique individuality is paired with standard active safety features* including Front Pedestrian Braking, Automatic
Emergency Braking and Lane Keep Assist with Lane Departure

Warning. It also offers optional Adaptive Cruise Control - Camera,
Rear Park Assist and a High Definition Rear Vision Camera that
provides additional assistance to customers while parking.
“These features deliver added confidence and peace of mind behind the wheel, helping drivers monitor the vehicle’s surroundings
and the driving environment with an available combination of camera, short-range radars and ultrasonic sensors,” said Majoros.
Product specifications and pricing will be shared later. The new
Trailblazer is expected to start arriving at dealers in early 2020.
*Safety or driver assistance features are no substitute for the
driver's responsibility to operate the vehicle in a safe manner.
The driver should remain attentive to traffic, surroundings and
road conditions at all times. Visibility, weather, and road conditions may affect feature performance. Read the vehicle's owner's
manual for more important feature limitations and information.

(General Motors)

About us

Trans Global Logistics Europe GmbH located in Mainz-Kostheim
was founded in May 2005 to support customers of Trans Global
Auto Logisitcs Inc. located in Grand Prairie, TX, and provide them
with better and additional services.
Due to a global network of agencies andd partner companies, Trans
Global Logisitcs Europe GmbH is able to provide you with comprehensive services regarding all your logistical needs.

TGLE-Logo final 9_2017

World Wide Car Shipping

Domestic Delivery within US and Europe:
Marine Insurance • Custom Clearance

Services
World-wide transport of . . .
. . . motor vehicles, aircraft, boats and yachts
. . . construction vehicles and equipment
. . . project- and container load of all kinds
. . . household goods

Trans Global Logistics Europe GmbH
Hochheimer Straße 111 • D-55246 Mainz – Kostheim

Leave it to us to bring it to you!
For a free offer please contact:
Call 0800-CARSHIP or
info@transglobal-logistics.de

www.transglobal-logistics.eu • info@transglobal-logistics.de

+49 (0) 6134 - 2592727
*
0800- 2277447

* free of charge within Germany
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The 2019 Hyundai Tucson
Upgrades to a TOP SAFETY
PICK+ Rating from IIHS

The 2019 Hyundai Tucson has been upgraded from a 2019
TOP SAFETY PICK to a 2019 TOP SAFETY PICK+ from the
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS). The 2019 TOP
SAFETY PICK+ award applies to Tucsons equipped with Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist and LED headlights built after March 2019.

•

Hyundai has 11 vehicles that have received the TOP SAFETY PICK or TOP SAFETY PICK+ Awards when equipped with
optional front crash prevention and specific headlights. The
other 2019 Hyundai models that have achieved these honors from the IIHS are Accent, Elantra (built after September
2018), Elantra GT, Ioniq Hybrid, Ioniq Plug-In Hybrid (built
after July 2018), Kona, Santa Fe, Santa Fe XL, Sonata and
Veloster (built after August 2018).

The new standard Hyundai SmartSense safety technologies (listed below) on the Tucson add additional protection
for drivers and passengers. For example, Forward CollisionAvoidance Assist utilizes radar to help detect another vehicle
and warn the driver of a potential collision. If the driver does
not react to avoid the impact, the system may apply emergency braking. Other standard safety features include High
Beam Assist, Rain-sensing wipers, Surround View Monitor,
and Smart Cruise Control with Stop-and-Go.

According to IIHS, models that earn TOP SAFETY PICK+ are
the best vehicle choices for safety within their size categories. The 2019 criteria required:
•

•
•

Good ratings in the driver-side small overlap front, passenger-side small overlap front, moderate overlap front,
side, roof strength and head restraint tests
Advanced or superior rating for front crash prevention
Good headlight rating

“We take safety very seriously at Hyundai. We are proud
to hear that Tucson received an upgraded accolade from
IIHS,” said Scott Margason, director, Product Planning,
Hyundai Motor America. “Hyundai continues to prioritize making advanced safety features available and standard.”

Hyundai SmartSense Safety Technologies: Now standard on
all trim levels
•
•
•



Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist
Lane Keep Assist
Driver Attention Warning
(Hyundai USA)
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The XC60 was named the 2019 Edmunds Best Family Luxury
Small SUV. Standard features on the $39,800 XC60 T5 include a 250-horsepower turbocharged engine, LED headlights,
leather upholstery, a panoramic sunroof and all the safety of
a Volvo.
The XC60 has been the Swedish brand’s most popular vehicle
with more than one-million units sold worldwide since it was
introduced in 2008. Completely redesigned in 2018, the all-new
XC60 is expected to continue that success, especially after having won the prestigious World Car of the Year and North American Utility of the Year awards that year.

“Backed by Volvo’s well-known reputation for safety, the XC60
packs an impressive suite of driver-assist and collision mitigation
technologies and is our favorite luxury small SUV for families,”
said Alistair Weaver, editor-in-chief at Edmunds. “Beyond safety,
the stylish XC-60 also offers clever family-friendly options like
an integrated rear booster seat and four-zone climate control all
wrapped up in a luxurious and comfortable ride.”
The XC60 and all Volvo passenger cars are available at a network of nearly 300 retailers nationwide. Consumers can visit
www.volvocars.com/us for more information.  (Volvo Cars USA)

Photo Credit: Volvo Cars USA

The Volvo XC60 is a 2019 Edmunds Best Family Cars award
winner, adding yet another reason for consumers to consider
buying one.

cars & traffic

The Volvo XC60 is a 2019 Edmunds
Best Family Cars Award winner

“The XC60 is perfect for families,” said Anders Gustafsson, president and CEO, Volvo Car USA. “It’s a perfect combination of
size, design, technology and of course safety. You can even get
it as a 400 horsepower plug-in hybrid so you can have fun of a
fast car with minimal impact on the environment.”

If you are interested in VOLVO, we are your partner of choice. As one of
the largest Volvo dealers in Bavaria and the metropolitan areas of Munich,
Regensburg and Nürnberg, we have a lot of experience!

Our modern repair shops and our highly qualiﬁed personnel guarantee ﬁrst-class, fast and reliable service and
repairs.

Sales:
• New vehicle sales / VOLVO contractual partner
• Pre-owned vehicles (half a year- and one year-old, e.g. business
vehicles from Volvo Car Germany)
• VOLVO Select Vehicles -- premium pre-owned vehicles with
extended warranty
• Inspected pre-owned vehicles with warranty
• attractivee ﬁnance and leasing offers
• Trade-in of pre-owned vehicles

Chassis and car paint:
•
•
•
•

Chassis repairs
Car paint work based on modern water-based paint techniques
Small repairs of car paint damages
NEW: Volvo-certiﬁed glass repairs

Repairs and auto parts sales:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air conditioning service
Car wash
Car interior detailing
Professional automotive detailing
Electronic chassis frame measuring
Tire seervice
Car parts sales

Volvo Zentrum Amberg

Mileage combined from 5,3 l/100km–10,7 l/100 km. C02-emissions combined from
139 g/km–249 g/km (IAW VO/715/2007/EWG).

Autohaus Hofmann GmbH
Kümmersbrucker Straße 6a, 92224 Amberg
Phone: 09621-78230
info@autohaus-hofmann.org
www.volvo-zentrum-amberg.de
https://www.facebook.com/VolvoHofmann
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Cadillac introduces first ever CT6 V-Sport

The 2020 BMW X1
Sports Activity Vehicle.

BMW announces the updated 2020 X1 Sports Activity Vehicle.
Since its introduction in 2015, the X1 has gone on to become
BMW’s best-selling X vehicle worldwide. In the U.S., the X1 is
the third most popular X model, behind the X3 and X5.

Photo Credit: BMW USA

The updated X1, available in front-wheel drive X1 sDr28i and
all-wheel drive X1 xDr28i versions offers one of the roomiest
cabins in its class combined with the technology, performance,
comfort and agility attributes which make up the heart of all the
models in BMW’s Sports Activity Vehicle line.

driver and passengers are able to interface with the 2020 BMW
X1 via the standard 8.8 inch central control display screen with
iDrive 6, Navigation and Apple CarPlay Compatibility.
The instrument panel and floor mats features new, decorative
contrast stitching while choosing the optional Dakota leather
interior adds color-matched lower dashboard and door handles surfaces.
A new electronic gear selector switch connects to an updated
version of the 8-speed Steptronic automatic transmission.

New exterior features
The latest version of the BMW X1 SAV receives more modern,
updated exterior styling to reflect the design details found in its
newer, larger siblings, such as the X3, X5 and X7. New, optional, LED headlights with hexagonal iconography are complemented by new LED fog lights. The BMW kidney grills feature
a new, sculptured design with larger openings. Changes to the
front and rear bumper design are highlighted by sharper lines
and larger openings with integrated LED fog lights and give the
2020 BMW X1 its more modern look.

Power and performance
The 2020 BMW X1 is powered by the 2.0L 4-cylinder turbocharged engine (SULEV rated) from BMW’s family of modular engines. Power output is 228 hp @ 5,000 – 6,000 rpm and 258 lb-ft
of torque @ 1,450 - 4,500 rpm. Full torque is available in the low
and mid-range, where the majority of daily driving takes place,
allowing for quick and immediate acceleration when needed.
Acceleration from 0 – 60 mph is accomplished in 6.3 seconds
for the all-wheel drive X1 xDrive28i and 6.6 seconds for the X1
sDrive28i.

Towards the rear of the vehicle, new tinted LED taillights with Lshaped light bars accentuate the wider appearance of the exterior. The tailpipes have grown by 20mm, now 90mm in diameter.

The 8-speed Steptronic automatic transmission in the 2020
BMW X1 features revised gear ratios for improved performance
and offers fast and almost imperceptible shifts, improving comfort for the driver and passengers. A Sport Automatic transmission and steering wheel mounted shift paddles are included
when the optional M Sport Package is selected.

The M Sport Package features a new, redesigned and more
aggressive aerodynamics package including a new front bumper, side skirts, wheel arch trim, and rear diffuser in body
color.
New interior features
When opening the front door, the driver is greeted by a new
two-tone LED “X1” welcome projection. Inside the cabin, the

The BMW xDrive system, available on the X1 xDrive28i, works
with the DSC Dynamic Stability Control system to transfer power to the rear wheels when it is needed, to reduce understeer in
turns, improve traction when going uphill, on slippery surfaces
and during more spirited driving. 
(BMW USA)
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German Events
International Music Festival
Sulzbach-Rosenberg
Jul.31 - Aug 11, 2019; The
14th SULZBACH-ROSENBERG INTERNATIONAL
MUSIC FESTIVAL (SRIMF)
takes place Jul. 31 to
Aug. 11. With more than
100 participants from the
United States and from all
over the world Sulzbach-Rosenberg will be transformed into
an international music town. Some of the artists / professors
are teaching at the best Music Schools (eg USA, Italy, South
Korea, Denmark, Taiwan, Russia, China, Japan, Bulgaria, Romania, Canada, Austria and Germany) and will perform during
SRIMF. They are accompanied by their students from all over
the world. The SRIMF Guest Artists are at home on the very
best stages of the world. For more information, visit https://
www.srimf.com/. All concerts are in 92237 Sulzbach-Rosenberg, but take place on different locations.
Schmidmuehlen’s annual Marktfest
Sat, Aug 3, 2019; Aug. 3 – 4: The City of Schmidmuehlen is
hosting their annual Marktfest in the center of the town. During
this time the center of the city will be blocking the roads. Please
follow the detour signs.
Sommer-Serenaden: Free Music Concert in the Park
(Weiden)
Wed, July 31 (7 p.m.):Golden Glitter Band
Sun, Aug. 4 (4 p.m.): Schicksalscombo
Wed, Aug. 7 (7 p.m.): I Dolci Signori (Italian pop)
The city of Weiden hosts free concerts in the park from midJune to early August Wednesdays at 7 p.m. and Sundays at
4 p.m. Location is at the pavilion at Max Reger Park. Music
includes rock'n'roll, pop, swing, latin, funk and country.
Gäubodenvolksfest – Gäuboden Folk Festival
Aug 9 - 18, 2019; This traditional folk festival is the second largest beer festival in Bavaria after the Munich Oktoberfest. Seven
beer tents, a huge amusement park and a large exhibition site
welcome visitors from Bavaria and all over the world.
Maisel Craft Beer Festival (Bayreuth)
Sep 6 - 7, 2019; Maisel Brewery in Bayreuth hosts its annual
Craft Beer Festival Sept. 6-7. Details at https://www.biererlebniswelt.de/event-kalender. Directions: Maisel's Bier-ErlebnisWelt, Andreas-Maisel-Weg 1, 95445 Bayreuth

Continued on page 32
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GRAFENWOEHR, Germany — U.S. Army Garrison Bavaria kicks
off the new school year with a back-to-school event on Aug. 23
from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at the Tower Barracks Exchange Mall
to inform kids and parents about the new 2019-2020 school year.
The event will provide all the information and resources to prepare students and parents for the new school year. In addition, there
will be a lot of fun, activities and swag for the children.
The event is hosted by the Directorate of Family, Morale, Welfare
and Recreation as well as by the Exchange.
The cake cutting will be held at 11:30 a.m. in the Exchange mall
next to the flower shop.
“It’s special because it’s a huge PCS — the majority of the families
will be new to this garrison,” said Lana Muzzy, the USAG Bavaria
school liaison officer.
Attendees will receive information on school orientation schedules, school supply lists, the Parent-Teacher Association, school
meal programs, local youth organizations and other community
resources.
Child and Youth Services will provide the latest updates on their
programs and events. School representatives from all of the
schools will be there to answer questions.
Parents can join school bus tours at 12:30 p.m. to experience the
school bus ride with all its safety, security and force protection
aspects in Germany.
The celebration is not only informational with sign-up options for
interesting activities, it is also a learning and fun event. The USAG
Bavaria fire department will display a fire truck to experience the
firefighters’ work and tools. Free face painting will be at the event
as well as a clown.
“My goal is to make it so that every single family who just got here
has a good, fresh start to the school year,” said Muzzy.
List of participating organizations:
•
Red Cross
•
Library
•
USO
•
Parent Teacher School Associations
•
Transportation office
•
ACS
•
Boy Scouts
•
Girl Scouts
If you can’t join the event or if you have any further questions,
please contact the School Liaison Officer.
| by Andreas Kreuzer

Photo Credit: Konstiantyn – stock.adobe.com

Local event tips

Back-to-school
event to prepare kids,
parents for 2019-2020
school year
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Garrison Events
Newcomers' Lunch
Fri, Aug 2, 2019 11:30am - 12:30pm
Are you new to Bavaria? Meet new friends and learn about
the USO over a light lunch. RSVP required.; Email: usografenwoehr@uso.org; Phone: 09641-623-9900; More Info: https://
bavaria.uso.org/uso-grafenwoehr
Exchange Dog Days of Summer Photo Contest
(USAG Bavaria)
Fri, Aug 2, 2019; Location: USAG Bavaria Exchanges; To celebrate National Dog Day on 26 August, we’re having a Dog
Days of Summer Photo Contest leading up to that day. Contest
runs 26 July to 25 August. Community members can entry by
posting their cutest summer dog photo as a comment to the
post that will be on our Graf Exchange Facebook, www.facebook.com/GrafenwoehrExchange. They'll have a chance to win
a $50 or $25 Exchange Gift Card! The photo with the most
'Likes' will be the proud winner! The Runner-up with the 2nd
most likes wins the $25 gift card. They'll be asked to Share on
their Facebook Page and get their friends to Like us along with
their photo entry! Enter 26 July to 25 August 2019. Contest
open to all US Military ID card holders. No purchase necessary. Winners will be selected and announced on National Dog
Day, August 26, 2019.
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National Root Beer Float Day
Tue, Aug 6, 2019 5:30pm - 6:30pm; Join us for a nostalgic summer treat following our "Dinner's On Us" program!; More Info:
https://bavaria.uso.org/uso-grafenwoehr
VFW Tower Post 10692 Social Hour
Wed, Aug 7, 2019 5:00pm - 7:00pm; Come on out to socialize
with your local VFW Post at Bldg. 505 on Tower Barracks: ask
us questions - plan events - just hang out!
Red Cross New Volunteer Orientation
Thu, Aug 8, 2019 9:30am - 10:30am; Interested in becoming
a Red Cross volunteer? Join us for one of our New Volunteer
Orientations! Get started today by completing a volunteer application (link pasted below), and then come see us every 2nd
Thursday of the month at the Grafenwoehr USO, and every 3rd
Thursday of the month at the Vilseck Red Cross office. We look
forward to seeing you there!; More Info: https://volunteerconnection.redcross.org/
Kick the Pressure
Thu, Aug 8, 2019 2:30pm - 4:00pm; Learn with us strategies
and skills that help you recognize and control both anger and
stress.; Please register at acsbavaria.checkappointments.com
Family Fun Friday - Fun With Food
Fri, Aug 9, 2019 6:00pm - 8:00pm; We're not just crafting, we're
FOOD crafting! Join us as we decorate and make food FUN.;
More Info: https://bavaria.uso.org/uso-grafenwoehr
Community Leaders' Information Forum (Rose Barracks)
Tue, Aug 13, 2019 10:30am - 12:00pm; USAG Bavaria conducts
the Community Leader Information Forum (CLIF) August 13
from 10:30 a.m. to noon at the Multi-Purpose Center, Bldg. 134,
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events
on Rose Barracks in order to provide community relevant information, address community concerns, and provide community
leaders an opportunity to express their views.
ASBP Blood Drive
Wed, Aug 14, 2019 9:00am - 5:00pm; Your blood donation can
save up to 3 lives! Join the Armed Services Blood Program Europe for your chance to save lives, feel good and walk away
with sweet swag! Save time by making an appointment at www.
militarydonor.com (Sponsor Code Bavaria), but walk-ins are always welcome. The ASBP is a DoD program, collecting blood
from service members, family members, retirees, and DoD civilians. All the blood collected stays within our military community...it is truly "OUR" blood supply.
Teddy Bear Picnic & Clinic
Sat, Aug 17, 2019 12:00pm - 2:00pm; Join the USO for a picnic
with your best furry friend. A teddy bear clinic will be available.;
More Info: https://bavaria.uso.org/uso-grafenwoehr
Connect the Tots
Thu, Aug 22, 2019 3:00pm - 4:00pm; Bring your kids ages 3-6
and join the Family Advocacy Program for art, dancing, crafts,
and singing! Please register at acsbavaria.checkappointments.
com.; Location: Rose Barracks ACS Building 322

USAG Bavaria Back to School Event
(Graf/Vilseck/Netzaberg)
Fri, Aug 23, 2019 10:00am - 4:00pm; The "Back to School
Event" is Friday, 23 AUG 2019 from 1100-1330hrs outside of
the Main Exchange on Tower Barracks. This event is open to
the community, is a high visibility event and is free of charge.
DoDEA, AAFES, CYS/Family & MWR programs and Private
Organizations will join together to provide information on services and programs to our military families and community
members.
Tower Barracks Threat Awareness and Reporting Program
brief
Wed, Aug 28, 2019 9:30am - 2:00pm; The Threat Awareness
and Reporting Program (TARP) brief at Tower Barracks Theater takes place from 0930 - 1030 and from 1300 - 1400. The
briefs are open to all Active Duty Service Members, DOD Civilian employees and their families. The purpose of these briefs is
to increase threat awareness in our community and to understand how to properly report incidents. This is an annual requirement. If you can't make it, the briefs are conducted every
first Wednesday of the month at Rose Barracks and every last
Wednesday of the month at Tower Barracks. An agent will also
be available following each brief to discuss reclassification opportunities for interested Soldiers.; Phone: 314-569-1928

Visit Brazil

in the middle of Europe

mimacz - stock.adobe.com

GRAFENWOEHR, Germany — For 51 weekends of the year,
visitors to the small Franconian city of Coburg find what they
might expect: a charming market square, an 800-year-old fortress and a gigantic historic palace, all surrounded by deep
green forest.

Swimming fun
for the entire family
children`s pool (82°F), water slide,
children´s playground, three diving
platforms, heated outdoor swimming pool (75°F)

But that 52nd weekend, visitors find something very different:
the color and sound explosion of the largest samba festival
outside of Brazil. Brazilian dancer with the traditional feather
hairdress. This year’s festival kicks off Friday, July 12 at 6
p.m. in downtown Coburg. Over the three-day party, more
than 100 samba groups, each with up to 15 to 40 percussionists and dancers, will perform on stages throughout the city.

A lot of leisure facilities

In addition to the music and costumes, festival-goers will be
able to enjoy traditional Brazilian food, such as Bolinho de
Frango, a fried potato dumpling stuffed with chicken, and Feijoada, a hotpot made of beans and fresh pork. Or they can try
the Brazilian national drink, Caipirinha, a cocktail of cachaça
(brazilian white rum), limes, brown sugar and crushed ice.

Terrace Café, warming room,
free Parking

The festival ends Sunday. The day starts with a church service at the downtown stage, and then at noon, the grand parade winds its way through the market square — a final chance
for visitors to admire the dazzling costumes and the beat of
the drums.
| by Andreas Kreuzer

trampoline, outdoorkicker, billiard
field, volleyball field, adventure
playground, minigolf, basketball,
table tennis, soccer field
Service

Opening hours May - September

daily 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Bad weather days
(temperature below 64°F):
5.30 p.m. - 7 p.m.
City administration Grafenwöhr

Tel. (09641) 92 20 43
Swimming Pool Staff Tel. (09641) 20 06
Am Waldbad 2, 92655 Grafenwöhr

www.grafenwoehr.de

service

Experience history
with Grafenwoehr
Water Tower tours
Tours are limited to 25 people and are offered on a
first-come, first-served basis. Registration is required
to ensure tour space is available.
Participants are encouraged to wear appropriate
close-toed walking shoes during the tour. The tour includes more than 200 stairs, and is not suitable for
those requiring handicap access.
How to Participate
You may pre-register for a Water Tower tour by sending an email to the USAG Bavaria PAO at usarmy.
bavaria.id-europe.mbx.pao@mail.mil with the following
information:
Subject line: Water Tower Tour registration
Body of email: Name / Organization and Telephone
Number
Special Group Tours
Special tour sessions are available upon request
through the USAG Bavaria PAO. Send an email to usarmy.bavaria.id-europe.mbx.pao@mail.mil with the following information:
GRAFENWOEHR, Germany — U.S. Army Garrison Bavaria is now
offering monthly tours of the historic Water Tower landmark on
Tower Barracks.
The tours take place on the second Wednesday of each month
at 10 a.m. Current tour dates are listed at the end of this article.

Photo Credit: Renate Gradl (archived photo)

Each tour starts at the base of the tower with a safety briefing
followed by a walking tour. The tour takes approximately one hour
to complete, and is led by several experienced tour guides with
historical knowledge of the tower and the Grafenwoehr Training
Area.
These tours offer an exciting lens into the history of the community. Built in 1909, the 43.5 meter high, half-timbered-style tower
with its bays, stair tower and the canon silhouette on top quickly
became the landmark of the training area and the city. It was a
miracle that, together with the Forest House, it survived the bombardment of April 1945 unharmed, although bombs fell all around
the two buildings.
Who Can Participate
Tours are open to all installation ID cardholders and pass holders. Normal installation access procedures remain in effect for
Water Tower tours. For information on installation access, visit
https://home.army.mil/bavaria/index.php/IACS.

Subject line: Water Tower Tour Special Group registration
Body of email: Name / Organization and Telephone Number
Special tour requests require at least 10 working days’ notice
and will occur at the availability of the tour guides.
Individuals/organizations requesting a special group tour are
responsible for coordinating installation access with the Directorate of Emergency Services Installation Access Control office.
For more information, visit https://home.army.mil/bavaria/index.
php/IACS.
Current Schedule (all tours take place at 10 a.m.)
Aug. 14, 2019
Sept. 11, 2019
Oct. 9, 2019
Nov. 13, 2019
Dec. 11, 2019
Jan. 8, 2020
Feb. 12, 2020
March 11, 2020
April 8, 2020
May 13, 2020
June 10, 2020
July 8, 2020
| by Desiree Dillehay
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Know before you go: 61st German-American
Volksfest offers fun, food for community

•

Garrison officials
taking immediate
Officials continue
counterparts and
everyone.

•

in partnership with German authorities are
steps to minimize safety and security risks.
to assess threats daily alongside host nation
are taking appropriate measures to protect

All participants are subject to search. Expect 100 percent ID
checks and searches at all gates. City public buses are subject
to search. Random personnel searches may also occur on the
fest grounds by police and security
personnel.

•

Service members should act in
accordance with the Army Values. Over indulgence and behavior
outside of these values will not be
tolerated. Leaders are expected
to make on the spot corrections.
To make the most of your Volksfest visit, attendees should adhere to the following:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Large bags, such as rucksacks, shopping bags, large
backpacks, etc., that exceed 20 cm x 20 cm x 30 cm in
size are prohibited. Purses, strollers and diaper bags are
permitted.
Medications are allowed, but attendees can only bring the
dosage needed during the festival hours. Ensure you have
your prescription with you.
All non-DOD ID cardholders over the age of 16 must have
an official ID such as a Personalausweiss or Reisepass to
enter. A driver’s license is not enough.
Citizens without a DOD ID can access the fest grounds two
ways: Participants can take the public bus from Grafenwoehr, or drive through Gate 6 and park. Citizens are highly
encouraged to take the public bus to avoid long wait times
at the gate and to minimize traffic.
Access to the fest grounds is open through Gate 6 on B-299
near Gründerzentrum Grafenwoehr. Non-DOD cardholders
must enter through Gate 6. All other gates are open to DOD
ID cardholders.
Parking will be marked and available on the training area
and downtown Grafenwoehr. When entering Gate 6, follow
the signs to the parking areas.
Community members are encouraged to ride the public
buses to minimize traffic and wait times. Gate guards will
search bags and check ID cards at the four bus stops.
Public buses will take visitors every 15 to 30 minutes from
the parking areas downtown to the fest grounds and back.
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•

•

•

On Friday and Saturday, the bus will run from 11 a.m. to 1:30
a.m.; on Sunday, the bus will run from 11 a.m. to 12:30 a.m.
Public bus stops are located at four locations: near the outdoor swimming pool (Waldbad), on Marienplatz in front of
the town hall, at the German post office on Alte Amberger
Strasse and at the Gruenderzentrum on B-299. Bus fee is
€2 roundtrip for all citizens 15 and older. Children 14 and
under ride for free.
DOD cardholders are highly encouraged to enter through
Gates 1 (pedestrian only), 3 or 20, park on-post and take the
garrison shuttle to avoid traffic.
The on-post garrison shuttle is for DOD ID cardholders only.
Local National employees with valid installation passes are
also authorized to ride the garrison
shuttle. DOD ID cardholders and
LN employees are not allowed to
bring guests on the garrison shuttle.
•
The garrison shuttle runs
from the Grafenwoehr and Vilseck
AAFES Exchanges every 15-30
minutes from 11 a.m. – 1:30 a.m.
on Aug. 2 & 3; and 11 a.m. – 12:30
a.m. on Aug. 4. Find more shuttle
schedules at https://home.army.
mil/bavaria/index.php/transportation. (Expect limited garrison shuttle service during the Volksfest.
The R-1, R-2 and the R-5 will stop
running at noon on Aug. 2. The R-6 is will not operate Aug.
3). The garrison shuttle is separate from the public bus.
During the weekend, all regular traffic between Tower and
Rose Barracks must use B299 unless drivers have a fest
pass. Access to Camp Normandy and Camp Aachen remain
open to service members and employees.
Vehicular traffic must exit through Gate 4 (Tanzfleck). Simply
follow the exit signs. This gate will be exit only during the
fest.
Department of Defense’s food safety regulations require
personnel involved in the preparation, storage and general
handling of food at public facilities to be food handler certified. The online course can be found at http://rhce.amedd.
army.mil/Bavaria/DPM/fhcc.cfm. For more information, contact Environmental Health.

A complete list of activities, bands and FAQs are available at
the Grafenwoehr Family and MWR website: https://grafenwoehr.
armymwr.com/.
EDITORS NOTE: Read the entire post on the website. For this
printout the text had to be shortened, please read the entire article on the website https://www.bavariannews.com/volksfest

| by U.S. Army Garrison Bavaria PAO

Photo Credit: U.S. Army Garrison Bavaria

GRAFENWOEHR, Germany —While all are welcome to participate, those who would like to attend should review the participation
guidance and event information.

students writening

Diary of an
American kid

Photo Credit: Marco2811 – stock.adobe.com (2)

School’s Out for Summer?

Bavarian

English

Servus

you use it to say
"Hi" or "Bye" to
people you know

Frale

yes, of course

Haferl/Heferl

various meanings:
mug/pot/casserole

Kammerl/Schupfa

a little room/a shed
in the garden

Maß

1 liter of beer

a Halbe

½ liter of beer

Schäufele

Roasted pork
shoulder

Knödel

dumpling

Obazda

Bavarian cheese
delicacy

Radi

salad made from
white radish

Photo Credit: Oliva / Dr.-Johanna-Decker-Schulen, Amberg (DJDS)

at a German school
unny days, ice cream, swimming pools, and family vacations. In the words of Alice Cooper, “Schoooool’s Out for
Summer!” Apparently, he didn’t attend a German school
in Bavaria.
School IS out for summer, but not for me. Many of my American
friends began their summer vacation on June 13th. Mine doesn’t
start until the end of July. Bavaria is one of the last states in Germany to begin the summer break (Sommerferien). The vacation
days will usually differ from state to state, but some may overlap.
Different beginning and ending days attempt to keep the German
highways, train systems and airports from becoming over-crowded
with vacationing families at the same time. Most of my German
friends take long family trips as soon as school is dismissed.
Before the actual Sommerferien, there’s a break for the Pentecost
holiday (Pfingsten). It is always a two-week break. This year, it
overlapped with the beginning of the American summer break. My
parents registered me for the first week of summer camp at the
School Age Center (SAC) in Vilseck. I haven’t seen many of my
American friends in a long time. It is always nice to spend time
with them. Some are very excited about summer camp, others will
be visiting the United States while others will be leaving Germany
for a new duty station. I enjoyed a week of field trips, swimming
and social clubs (e.g. science club). As my friends were just gearing up for more camp activities, I was headed back to school for
five LONG weeks.
At the end of July, Alice Cooper will sing for me. Six weeks of summer vacation! There will be time for more interaction with my American friends. However, they will return to school two full weeks
before my break ends. My family and I have plans to travel to
Malta and Amsterdam. Upon my return, I will finally be old enough
to go to the Youth Center! All of those summer plans are great,
but if I had one wish, it would be to have the same summer break
as my American friends. Maybe Alice should rethink those lyrics.
| by Oliva (DJDS)

| by Lisa Bogner, Benita Götz, Katja Huber, Emily
Jenke, Hanna Pickelmann, Corinna Schuhbauer
and Antonia Stelter (for the DJDS)
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Küchl – a traditional
Bavarian pastry for Kirwa
Ingredients :
1000 g flour

180 g butter

180 g sugar

3 eggs

2 cubes of yeast

about 250ml milk (slightly more)

1.

Knead the yeast dough well until it separates from the bowl.

2.

Allow the dough to rise (to double its size) before baking.

3.

This is done by placing the dough into a bowl, e.g. a Tupperware bowl. After
that, put the lid on top without actually closing it. Place the bowl with the
dough into a bigger bowl that is filled with warm water (not too hot!). Wait
until the lid comes open.

4.

When the dough is ready, shape small heaps and form them into dough
balls.

5.

Put the dough balls aside, cover them with a kitchen towel and allow them
to rise a little bit more.

6.

Finally pull them into the traditional shape.

7.

Deep-fry the Küchel in clarified butter.
| by Lisa Bogner, Benita Götz, Katja Huber, Emily Jenke, Hanna Pickelmann, Corinna Schuhbauer and Antonia Stelter (for the DJDS)
Photo Credit: Ideenkoch – stock.adobe.com

Mental HealtH
Counseling for
englisH speakers
LAURA ThoRnTon

MA, LPC

triCare provider
I am a Licensed Clinical Professional
Counselor (LPC) from Kansas City/
USA working in the mental health field
since 1998. I provide services in Grafenwoehr/Germany close to USAG
Bavaria-Vilseck/Grafenwoehr.
The clients I provide services for are
English speakers living and working
for USAG or international companies
and their families. I also welcome retirees and expats living in Germany.
My experience in the USA includes
working in outpatient treatment centers, hospitals, intensive-in-home therapy for adults and children, school
settings and community mental health clinics.
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I have worked
on military
installations
throughout Europe for seven years.

This has provided me experience in
working with the military community
and I am sensitive to the challenges
that it sometimes can bring to individuals and families.
As an expat myself, I understand the
challenges of adjusting to a new
country and culture. This can lead to
feelings of isolation when your natural
supports such as family and friends
are thousands of miles away. I recognize that relocation and overseas
adjustment poses unique challenges
and I can provide support in helping
you with your adjustment and to learn
new ways in which to cope with these
stressors.
Approaches I use are Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, Solution-Focused Therapy and Psychodynamic Therapy.

ServiceS
As I am an USA-licensed LPC with an accredited graduate program in counseling (CACREP) your health insurance may reimburse part or all of your sessions.

for more information check website

www.counseling-germany.com
My areas of focus in counseling are
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

adHd
anger Management
anxiety
Couples Counseling
Child or adolescent issues
depression
family Conflict
financial stress

• life Changes and
transitions
• loss and grief
• Military life Challenges
• parenting skills
• relocation issues
• suicidal ideation
• Work stress

LAURA ThoRnTon

MA, LPC

Am Gründerzentrum 1, 92655 Grafenwöhr
opposite of Gate 6 (airfield), next to street B 299

Telephone:
01702248675

Email: info@counseling-germany.com

opening Hours
Monday–Wednesday
10.00 am–6.30 pm

Falkenb erg
Castl e:
1000 y ears
of emotional
history

winter-season reign. In 1643 — only a few
years later — Sweden conquered the castle
and left it in ruins.

GRAFENWOEHR, Germany — Tons of castles are scattered
across Germany, but the Falkenberg Castle is unique. With
stones constructions over 1,000 years old, the castle is designed to withstand attacks.
This massive example of architecture is just a half hour ride
from Grafenwoehr. Over the decades it has been used as a
fortress, a place of retreat, a symbol of power, an administrative
center and a public-owned undertaking. First documents mention the structure in 1154.
Many craftsmen settled in the area surrounding the castle,
slowly building a micro economy. They offered services and
dues to the lord at the time. In return, they were promised protection and justice.

Photo Credit: Andreas Kreuzer

The castle is equipped with several protective mechanisms. An
outer ditch surrounds the estate, a moat encircles the outer
rim, a high floor with hatches protects the wall, and a draw
bridge limits passage. The guard room also has several clear
views and embrasures. The donjon, or castle keeper, was the
last protection barrier. Even the geographical area was ideal,
with the castle situated atop a high hill surrounded by granite
rocks.
It remained intact and was well protected from the Hussites
during the 15th century. Two centuries later, however, more
powerful fire weapons were invented and the time of castles
came to a close.
Graf Ernst von Mansfelt took over in 1621. Interestingly, Ernst
von Mansfelt was also a supporter of Friedrich V, commonly
known as the WinterKoenig, or Winter King, because of his

Bavarian King Ludwig I prohibited the breakup and repurpose of these castle ruins in 1840 and seized the
ruins for government ownership.
Friedrich-Werner Graf von der Schulenburg, a German diplomat
and ambassador in Moscow, bought the castle as his retirement
real estate. Following images from old paintings, he rebuilt the
castle from 1936 – 1939. Schulenburg was part of the Operation Valkyrie, the failed assassination of Adolf Hitler. He was
executed shortly after in 1944.
Markt Falkenberg bought the building and renovated it in 2008.
The costly work was funded by different public money grants in
Bavaria, Germany and other areas of Europe.
Since its grand opening in 2015, visitors are invited to explore
the castle’s museum and spend a night in the castle hotel. The
castle also features a unique restaurant and a large knight’s hall
with a capacity for 60 people. A new meeting center located
next to the castle can also hold up to 120 guests.
The castle is an outstanding place for weddings, balls and business meetings — or just a romantic dinner. GPS Directions: Burg
1, 95685 Falkenberg.
The castle tour is available in English. To book individual or group
tours or for information on conference bookings and the museum, call 09637-9299450 or visit www.burg-falkenberg.bayern.
The Gestapo confiscated the castle in World War II and arrested
prisoners from the Flossenbuerg concentration camp. After the
war, the Schulenburg family assumed ownership of the property.
| by Andreas Kreuzer
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The Marriage
House (Eh’Häusl)
in Amberg
The world’s smallest hotel is
located in Germany

The Eh'häusl has an entry in the Guinness Book
of Records: It is the world’s smallest hotel with a
width of only 2.50 meters and a depth of about
three meters. Nevertheless, six stories are spread
over a height of seven meters. The Eh'häusl was
built in 1728, closing a gap between two houses.

Do you already know the Eh’Häusl, the world’s smallest hotel?
You do not have to drive far to get to the cozy and quaint house
since it is practically located “around the corner” in the beautiful
town of Amberg.
The Eh’Häusl welcomes guests with a lavish interior, cozy corners and an all around lovely atmosphere to include a fire place
and a whirlpool. And since the Eh’Häusl is the world’s smallest
hotel, you do not just rent a room here, you rent the entire hotel.
To get a good first impression of the hotel and an idea of what to
expect, go to https://youtu.be/LJHhkcvBBT8
The history of the world’s smallest hotel
The Eh’Häusl was built in 1728. That year, the city council had
passed a regulation that stipulated that couples who wanted to
get married had to present proof that they had real property. A
smart businessman saw his chance and put his eyes on a small
gap between two houses in the city. In the front and in the back,
he built a wall, put a roof on top and thus created real property.
From that day on, the house, 2.5 meters wide and five stories
high, could be bought by couples for exactly one night. That way,
they could get married because they were able to present proof
that they owned real property. After getting married, the house
could be resold and in the end, everybody was happy. Over the
years, the house was given the name “Marriage House.”.

Photo Credit: wikipedia.org/Orzowei

In 2008, the Eh’Häusl was completely renovated and furnished
with especially beautiful furniture. This luxurious hermitage reminds guests of historic German splendor, combined with warm
coziness. If you book the world’s smallest hotel, you will “own”
your own hotel for a short time for 240 € per night. You can enjoy the rainbow-colored whirlpool or enjoy the end of the day in
front of the fireplace. The next morning, breakfast is served in the
elegant red parlor - a perfect way to end the stay in the Eh’Häusl.

“

Even today, the hotel is
mainly booked by lovers
due to its special history

Needless to say that a stay with your loved one is especially
romantic on Valentine’s Day or on other special occasions. It is
perfect for a few romantic days! Thus, it is no surprise that many
couples have spent their wedding night here.
Romantic Amberg
The Eh’Häusl is most likely not only the world’s smallest hotel, it
is also the world’s most romantic hotel. When leaving the hotel,
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you will be excited because you will find yourself right in the center of Amberg’s quaint old town. And you will get the impression
that the Middle Ages are still in full bloom. You will discover this
special charm everywhere - in the small alleys or in the buildings
of old town and in the walls, towers and moats that surround
the city.
| by Editor
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Summer activities

to get you outdoors in Bavaria
GRAFENWOEHR, Germany — Now that the warm season in
Bavaria is here, there are a plethora of opportunities to get
outside and enjoy the outdoors.
Whether you prefer something more slow-paced, or want to
step on the wild side of what the region has to offer, there is
something for everyone. Here are a selection of activities to
try out this summer.

Take a hike

At nearly every turn, there is a sign-posted hike through towns
and in forests throughout Germany. Town Rathauses and
tourism offices have maps available detailing the hikes within
the immediate region, and apps such as Komoot and Outdoor
Active offer additional hike routes and details. The U.S. Army
Garrison Bavaria Environmental Division offers a free monthly
Get Into Nature! hike for anyone in the community – their
Facebook page has a pinned post with all hikes conducted
thus far. You can also check out these hike ideas posted on
Bavarian News last spring.

Go camping

If you’re new to camping, consider first renting a tent and setting up camp at the Wild B.O.A.R., where you can rent camping equipment and barbecues for overnight enjoyment. They
even offer use of trailer campers on their property if you’re
not too keen on sleeping on the ground. Venturing off post,
there are numerous campgrounds, especially around the
Fränkische Schweiz region just west of Grafenwoehr Training
Area all the way down to the Camping-Resort Allweglehen, for
example, outside of Berchtesgaden.

Grab a bug jar and guide

Some people might be turned off by the idea of capturing insects and inspecting them, but with thousands of different insect species in Bavaria alone, you or your kids won’t run out
of bugs to identify. The library has fabulous bug — and animal
— books available to borrow. Note that some species, such
as bees, are protected in Germany, so be sure to release any
insects back into the environment in which they were found.
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Try sand skiing at Monte Kaolino

A quick drive from Grafenwoehr and Vilseck, Monte Kaolino
is most known for its large sand mound deposits. The surrounding area has hiking and swimming, however, for a truly
unique experience (and to hone your skiing skills in summertime), ski down the Monte Kaolino sand hill. The photos don’t
quite do the hill justice, as it’s actually quite big. Snacks and
camping are available on site.

Explore the world of geocaching

Geocaching allows people the opportunity to bring out a digital map and go on a scavenger hunt. You never know what
you’ll find at a geocache site. Simply sign up at geocaching.
com, find a geocache near you and go exploring. There are
many in Bavaria to search for. Just note that Geocaching is
not allowed on military installations.

meet bavaria

Berry picking season is officially on our doorstep, with strawberries having just finished and blueberries currently sweet
and ripe. Raspberries, blackberries and currants are some
of the other tasty berries you can find. Local farms such as
Beerenhof Wiesneth in Hahnbach are close by and perfect
for collecting as many berries as your basket can carry, and
Beerenland (Beerenland.de) locations outside of Nuremberg
boast berry picking throughout the summer.

Visit a lake

Lakes provide many opportunities, including canoeing,
stand up paddle-boarding and swimming, all great ways
to beat the heat. Nearby water bodies such as Diessfurt
and Kleiner Russweiher are perfect for swimming, and
the multitude of lakes around Schwandorf, such as Lake Steinberg and Murner Lake, offer water skiing and surfing. Keep in
mind that these activities aren’t necessarily allowed at all lakes,
especially those interested in primarily preserving the natural
ecosystem and reducing disturbance, so make sure to check
ahead of time what may or may not be allowed. For a map of
swimming locations in Germany, visit www.baederatlas.com.

Take up rock climbing

Nearly right in our backyard is the famous Frankenjura rock
formations, known worldwide for their numerous outdoors opportunities and levels for climbers of all abilities. Consider first
checking out the Wild B.O.A.R.’s outdoor climbing day classes
to see what the sport is all about before investing in a pair
of climbing shoes and a climbing route book, which will map
out all the routes in the whole region. Spending a day on the
rocks offers a whole new way to get up close and personal
with nature.
No liability is incurred or federal endorsement is implied with
these recommendations.
| by Christa Rolls,
USAG Bavaria Environmental Division
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Go berry picking

travel

Lisbon
A cosmopolitan city
There is so much to do and see, that there is hardly enough
time to accomplish it all. That’s why we put a list of must-see
sites together for you so you won’t miss anything.
Walk up to Castelo de São Jorge and stroll through the
Alfama district
If you come to Lisbon and do not visit Castelo de São Jorge then you will definitely have missed an unforgettable moment. It is the highest vantage point in town, located in the center of Lisbon’s most characteristic districts. It provides you with
the unique opportunity to see and understand the city’s close
bond with the Tejo river.

Photo Credit: Turismo de Lisboa Visitors & Convention Bureau (2)

Visit Terreiro do Paço square
Lisbon’s largest square is also a symbol of the city and
its reconstruction after the earthquake of 1755. Today,
it is mainly beautiful place to stroll along the river in the
afternoon. It’s also a beautiful sight when taking a boat ride on
the river.
Take the elevator up to Santa Justa
When you walk through the Baixa district and pass by
it, it is hard to overlook. It offers an amazing panoramic
view of this old part of Lisbon, and it is a privilege to
take this more than one hundred years-old elevator which was
designed by Raoul Mesnier du Ponsard, a student of Gustave
Eiffel, the master of iron constructions. .

Visit the Oceanarium in the Parque das Nações
The national park Parque das Nações is a success story of how a former industrial zone at a prime location
on the river was transformed into an attractive recreation
area. It’s worth your while visiting the Oceanarium, one of the
largest in Europe, where you can see the flora and fauna of our
planet’s oceans.
Have dinner in the Bairro Alto district
Lisbon is known for its entertaining and vibrant nights.
After an afternoon of shopping in the elegant Chiado
district, there’s nothing more beautiful than spending the
late afternoon at the vista points Santa Catarina or São Pedro de Alcântara and then stay there to have dinner in the Bairro
Alto district. This is a must for everybody who like to go out at
night and have fun.

Lisbon’s street car
features historic cars, attractive routes with steep
climbs and narrow turns
through the small roads
of old town and is very
popular with tourists.

Take the street car
The street car is a regular way of transportation for Lisbon residents but also a great venue to see the historic
city districts and it looks great on every photo! And its
sound is characteristic for Lisbon. Line 28 is the most famous
but there are others worth traveling on as well.
Eat a Pastel de Belém
(puff pastry with cream filling)
They are a book plate of Portuguese cuisine and prepared following a top secret recipe. That makes them unique.
Don’t miss them! Lisbon residents love to enjoy them with a
cup of coffee.
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The colors of Scandinavian fall are comparable to those of Indian
Summer in northern
America. The photo
features
impressions
from Finland.

Finland offers breath-taking
nature with thousands of lakes and forests.

finland

The Big Five and an
explosion of colors

The moose is the unofficial heraldic animal of Sweden: If you’re lucky, you can
get close to them when hiking in the fall.

Fall in Finland and Sweden

(djd). In northern Europe, summer bids farewell with an explosion of colors. The Finns call the fall colors of the leaves “ruska”
and the atmosphere is comparable to that of the famous “Indian
Summer” in northern America. The spectacular phenomena immerses the northern landscape in bold, warm colors, and Finland and Sweden are the ideal destinations to enjoy this blaze of
color. September is the perfect month for nature lovers to take
long hikes because temperatures are around ten degrees Celsius. The 40 national parks in Finland which are spread throughout the entire country are especially exciting.

Eldorado for nature and animal lovers

In the fall, the dense, pristine Finish and Swedish forests invite visitors to collect mushrooms and berries. Watching animals
is also popular. In Finland, they are known as the “Big Five:”
Brown bear, lynx, wolf, moose and wolverine. In the fall, they
roam through the forests and feed as much as possible to put
on their winter stocks. You can book a safari with special travel
agents in advance or on site. You should not go on a safari alone. In the first place, wild animals avoid people, and secondly,
only experienced locals know the best places for observations.
There are special protective huts for bear watching from which
you can safely observe Europe’s largest animal of prey. Sweden
and Finland also feature large moose populations. Therefore,
chances are great to also see this large, timid forest resident
live. Both countries are also home to reindeers and often, visitors
can also see flocks of reindeer browsing on the side of the road.

Ferry to Scandinavia: Pets may travel on board

The trip to Finland and Sweden alone can be an experience.
Finnlines shipping company, for example, transports passengers daily on comfortable ferries from Travemünde to Helsinki,
or to Malmö in southern Sweden. More information and schedules can be found at www.finnlines.de. For an additional fee,
you may also bring your pet. Special cabins are available for
passengers traveling with pets to Scandinavia. All ferries feature
several types of cabins. The use of the gym and sauna area with
a whirlpool is included in the fare. You can enjoy a drink in the
bars or in the large buffet restaurant, or buy gifts and souvenirs
in the shop.

Sweden

25 %

Summer Discount
on your advertisement!
Valid for classified ads. Only one coupon per ad.
Can’t be combined with other discount offers.
Valid until Sept. 9, 2019.
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is the perfect travel time for nature lovers

TRAVEL

An ocean with two faces

Photo Credit: djd/Kurverwaltung List auf Sylt; djd/Kurverwaltung List auf Sylt/R. Waleczek; RainLedy – stock.adobe.com

Experience the North Sea in List on Sylt
totally wild or totally gentle

(djd). You can plunge into
the surf, swim, go kiteboarding and experience the busy
beach life, or take it easy and
more quietly by going on a
guided mudflat tour. List on
Sylt offers both, depending on which side of the northern island
tip vacationers choose. On the kilometer-long western
beach with its fine, radiantly white sand, you can jump
into the North Sea’s waves at any time without being
dependent on the tide. A few kilometers away, on the
eastern beach, the situation is completely different because here, the rhythm of the tide determines your activities. Both beaches, however, have a lot to offer for
sun lovers and families.

The eastern beach of List is quiet and protected. Here,
the rhythm of the tide dries the mudflat twice a day
and allows for guided tours.

Colorful beach life with a surf

List’ western beach almost always features a fresh,
cooling breeze - even on hot summer days. The surf
is impressive and its waves are among the highest on
Germany’s North Sea coast. So it comes as no surprise that surfers and kite boarders meet here. However, due to
the beach’s size, there is enough room for everybody, including
those who like to build castles out of sand or enjoy the sun
in a wicker beach chair. The lifeguards of List provide a touch
of Baywatch. In summer, they regularly offer a look behind the
scenes and talk about their work. A large variety of activities is
a must on the western beach, especially for the younger visitors.
A tip for parents: List’s "Kids Card" offers a lot of discounts,
activities and presents for vacationers from age three to twelve,
including kids’ Olympic Games on the beach. Many more insiders’ tips, event dates and recommendations for day trips can be
found in the new "Urlaubsmagazin 2019" (Vacation Magazine
2019) which is available for download at www.list.de.

Mudflat walking on the eastern beach

If you are looking for a quiet, family-friendly beach, go to the
mudflat side of the island. The eastern beach is only a short walk
away from downtown List. Here, bathing depends on the tide.
The water is flat and quiet, even when the tide is high, and that
is great for young visitors. During the summer months, lifeguards
provide security here as well. List visitors should not miss visiting the farthest point of Sylt Island, the so-called Elbow (Ellenbogen). Here, at the Germany’s most northern point, you can
experience pure nature, go on long hikes and bike tours, or visit
the king’ harbor (Königshafen) on the southern side of the elbow.
Here, in the center of the Mudflat National Park, the water is flat
and, thus, provides the perfect terrain for surf and kite schools.
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Hamburg for free
Learn about the Hanseatic city’s free attractions
(djd). The city of the rich merchants, the hobby sailors, drivers
of convertibles and mansion owners: It’s obvious - that’s Hamburg. But the Free and Hanseatic City has another side: Cool,
spontaneous and inexpensive. The atmosphere in the hip sub
communities is relaxed, restaurants and hotels are significantly
cheaper than those around the Alster river or in Harbor City.
Good planning and the right tips will help you enjoy Hamburg
on a small budget. Following is an overview of attractions with
free admission.

Photo Credit: JFL Photography | Marco2811 – stock.adobe.com

Walk below the Elbe river without getting your feet wet
Pretty much everybody has driven by car through the Elbtunnel. What many people don’t know is that there is a historic
tunnel below the four tunnels that are currently in use. The
old Elbtunnel was opened in 1911 and can still be visited and
used today. Pedestrians and bikers can do that 24 hours a
day, free of charge. Hamburg visitors may also walk on historic
routes through the old warehouse district, known as Speicherstadt. Once the warehouses of the merchants, it now features
many boutiques and hip restaurants. A stroll through the district will cause itchy feet and doesn’t cost anything. When done
sightseeing, travelers can rest and enjoy nature for free at the
Planten und Blomen park. Admission is free. The park is rich in
tradition and offers a lot of relaxation. Its water-light concerts,
which take place several times per day, are worth seeing.
Big harbor cruise for little money
A second park in the center of the city is significantly younger
than Planten und Blomen: Fiction Park is located near the famous fish market and offers an exciting and free view of the
continuous activities in the harbor. For more tips about visiting Hamburg, go to hhtrip.de. Its interactive packing list is very
helpful. Just check off what you want to take with you and what
you have already put into your travel bag, and nothing will be
left behind.

Stop
by!

Not entirely free of charge but worth the investment is a ticket
for the Elb ferries which cross Hamburg harbor on fixed routes.
With a day ticket, you can take as many trips as you want and
will get a big harbor tour for little money, i.e. definitely cheaper
than a tour with one of the tour boats.
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Romantic atmosphere featuring castle ruins and Lovers’ Stone
A visit to Heidelberg and Schwetzingen

From the castle’s ruins, visitors have a wonderful view across the town with
its beautiful buildings, the Old Bridge and the quiet Neckar river. Starting
at Korn market, which is located in the center of Heidelberg’s romantic
old town, visitors can reach the Old Bridge, Karl’s square or the town hall
on market square. You will discover many beautiful buildings when strolling through old town. Additionally, there are many store, cafés and restaurants. If you go onto Old Bridge, you can’t miss “Heidelberg’s Bridge
Monkey.” Since the 17th century, a poem by Martin Zeiller is imprinted on
a bronze plaque next tot the monkey. It reads: “Why do you stare at me
like that? Did you not see the old monkey? When in Heidelberg, look here
and there. Then you will see more like me.“ The text refers to the students’
life at the time. The monkey signifies ugliness, shamelessness, lewdness
and vanity. The mirror he holds in his left hand and the ring he wears on
his left hand symbolize vanity. He extends the index finger and the little
finger of his right hand toward us, signifying the avoidance of the evil eye.
Man look derisively at the monkey which scornfully returns the derision
and reduces the onlooker to its real value. Stroking across the mirror is
supposed to bring wealth. If you stroke across the stretched out finger of
the right hand, you will return to Heidelberg…
Near the castle, lots of love locks are attached to the Lovers’ Stone. The
huge sand stone is located on the Nepomuk terraces near the Old Bridge.
Here, famous poet Joseph Count of Eichendorff met his lover Käthchen
and dedicated a poem to her which is inscribed in the center of the Lovers’ Stone in German and in English. It is entitled “The glance.“ Heidelberg
also features a famous university which attracts scientists and visitors
from around the world.
Schwetzingen is located only ten kilometers away from Heidelberg. The
little town’s center of attraction is its palace which features a beautiful garden with fountains, springs, pavilions, temples, sculptures and a mosque.
| by Renate Gradl
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Heidelberg, Germany -- Heidelberg Castle is one of Germany’s most
famous castle ruins and the landmark of the city of Heidelberg. Until its
destruction during the Palatine War of Succession, it was the residence
of the Palatine electors for five centuries. Majestically, the castle ruins sit
above the roofs of old town. Today, the mysterious castle attracts several
million tourists every year.

meet bavaria

Extraordinarily beautiful flowers,
an aqua show and a lot of adventures
Heilbronn, Germany -- The German federal garden show
(Bundesgartenschau, or short: BUGA) takes place in Heilbronn this year and ends on Oct. 6.
On 40-hectares, located close to downtown and along the
Neckar river, it presents extraordinary gardens, art, music,
dance and sports highlights, and a lot of information regarding gardening, health, city life and mobility. Since its opening
in April, the federal garden show in Heilbronn excites visitors
with its extraordinary variety of flowers, always matching the
respective season.

Photo Credit: Renate Gradl (2)

One of the highlights is the aqua show, featuring 160 fountains
spitting water up to 40 meters high into the sky. Pictures appear on huge water screens and disappear again; lasers continuously paint new, strong, colorful lines, waves and figures
into the air and tell the story of the little drop of water. For thirty minutes, water, color and light melt into a fanciful mixture.
Kids are welcome guests at the federal garden show. Many
exciting playgrounds and activity points, spread across the
entire showgrounds, invite them to let their imagination run
wild and play and be creative. The large climbing rock on the
BUGA grounds allows them to get up high. The rocky shore
of Summer Island is divided into a climbing area and a playground. At the playground, the kids can run wild, slide, and
climb up high along various routes in the high-ropes park.
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The aqua playground at the raft harbor with greenish timber
and attached spherical caverns is dominated by the frog
metamorphosis. Climbing ropes are fastened between the
timber poles, forming swings and nets.
The beach playground is located on the northern shore of the
Karl’s Lake. Its planners tell the story of Jockele’s raft ride
through the narrow Neckar river valley. Several playground
decks are tied together in steps to form a playground raft
along the shore. Rafting sticks provide the frame and ropes simultaneously serve as bonding and as playground structures.
| by Renate Gradl

The city of
Mozart
has a lot
to offer

Salzburg’s sights offer excitement for all generations
(djd). Old town with its small alleys and gorgeous facades,
the fortress on Mönchsberg hill, the Salzach river meandering
through town and the baroque palace with its large park: Salzburg is more than the place of birth of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
and the location of a world-famous festival. The brand "hello Salzburg" presents the city’s most visited sights who provide insight
into Salzburg’s culture, history, architecture and nature of this
multi-facetted town close to the Bavarian border.

park of
the baroque
Hellbrunn Palace

er of the Prince archbishop with its changing history, precious art
treasures, unique architecture and venues where famous court
musicians such as W.A. Mozart played. Additional highlights are
the view of old town from the cathedral’s terrace and the view into
the cathedral from the organ gallery.
One of Salzburg’s most recent visitor magnets is the "House of
Nature - Museum for Nature and Technology." It features colorful underwater worlds in the aquarium, an exciting trip into the
human body, primeval dinosaurs, a zoo of reptiles and an exhibition of our universe. The science center with its 80 inter-active
stations let you experience physics and technology “first hand”
and provide an exciting experience for young and older visitors.

Information for visitors
Go to the internet platform www.hello-salzburg.at for more details about admission fees, opening hours and current events at
Salzburg’s most popular sights which are only a day trip away
from Germany’s south. The site also provides information about
special exhibitions and guided tours.

Entertaining cultural program

"House of Nature"

Photo Credit: djd/HELLO SALZBURG (3)

Hohensalzburg fortress, built in the 11th century, is the city’s
landmark and one of Europe’s largest castle and full of art historical details. Its Gothic representational rooms, the multi-media
"Magic Theater" and the new exhibition in the armory, which will
open in September, can be visited year-round and are entertaining for the entire family. And the panoramic view of the city and
the surrounding mountain ranges is also worth enjoying.
Hellbrunn Palace with its large park is located on the city’s
southern border and another jewel of Salzburg’s history. Visitors
can dive into the joyous life of the early Baroque times of Prince
archbishop Markus Sittikus and marvel at the world-famous trick
fountains with grottos and sputtering fountains.
A walking tour through the so-called DomQuartier in the historic
city center lets you experience the area around the residence
and the cathedral. It takes you through the former center of powBavarian Times | 48
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Italian
Picnic
Fruity
tomato dip

Photo Credit: djd/ORO di Parma/Viktorija - stock.adobe.com; djd/ORO di Parma/oneinchpunch - stock.adobe.com

Ingredients for 4 persons:
•

1 bunch of basil

•

6 table spoons olive oil "extra virgin"

•

2 can of tomato pieces (e. g. by Oro di Parma)

•

Juice from half a lemon

•

A little freshly ground salt and pepper

Preparation:
Put the tomato pieces in a bowl. Pick the basil leaves
off the stems and chop them into medium-sized pieces. Add the lemon juice and the other ingredients.
Mix thoroughly and let it sit for one hour. Then fill the
dip into a glass.
A creamy dip can be made from dried tomatoes,
ricotta cheese, curd, tomato paste and Italian herbs.
And then you can end your picnic with a sweet and
delicious peach tart with mascarpone or a tiramisu in
a glass which is best transported in a cooler.

Tomatoes are a must: Tips and
recipes for Italian delicacies
(djd). A picnic with friends and family is fun. Sun, a cozy place, a
large plaid, dishes, napkins and few delicious snacks - that’s all
that’s needed for outdoor fun. Vegetable sticks, fruit, meatballs
and hard-boiled eggs are classic picnic dishes. But how about an
Italian picnic? Southern European flair is guaranteed!
Tomato focaccia and pasta salad
A bottle of red wine and a little bit of cheese are easy to buy
and antipasti made from vegetables, mushrooms and olives, as
well as pizza bites can easily be prepared at home, and drum
sticks with sage taste just as great cold. Dishes from tomatoes,
such as tomato focaccia with olives, feta cheese and thyme are a
must-have at an Italian picnic. Sun-ripened Parma tomatoes, like
the ones used in the products of Oro di Parma are especially
aromatic. Their intensive flavor remains because they are gently
processed into tomato pieces, sauce or paste. Delicious recipes
for a summer picnic with pasta salad with rucola, carrots, tomatoes and fresh basil can be found at www.orodiparma.de. Tomato
dips in glasses are easy to make and transport and great with
vegetable sticks and freshly baked bread.

BräuWirt Restaurant and Brewery in Weiden‘s Old Town!
Tradit
Traditional
dishes and typical Bavarian specialties served fresh
from
fr
om the kitchen. The brewery offers high-quality, home-made
Zoigl be
beers, brewed following the Bavarian purity requirements.
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Recipe tips for cocktails and mocktails

Bar classics with and without alcohol
(djd). If you want to surprise your guests at the next family event or grill party, set up a small cocktail bar: Freshly
mixed bar classics are a true highlight for every connoisseur and create a summer vacation atmosphere in no time.
All it takes is some basic equipment to turn you into a barkeeper: Shaker and pestle, ice cubes, nice cocktail glasses
and select, high-quality ingredients is all you need. But what
about guests who have to drive home afterwards? For them
and for all those guests who would like to experience great
taste without alcohol, mocktails are a tasty alternative.

Looks like and almost tastes like a caipirinha: So-called mocktails, such as the ipanema, are a tasty, alcohol-free alternative.

Cocktails in a “mock” version
“Mocktail,” obviously a new linguistic creation, combining
“cocktail” with the verb “to mock” in order to describe a
non-alcoholic or “virgin” cocktail. "Bar classics everybody
likes are made without alcohol, turning into mocktails. Highquality syrups and juices are used to copy the well-known
taste as best as possible,” says Angelika Wiesgen-Pick,
chairwoman of the Federal Association of the German Spirits Industry and Importers e.V. (BSI). To ensure that drinks
won’t be too sweet, always use high-quality products and
not too much fruit juice.
Recipe tips for refreshing mocktails
Pretty much everybody loves the cocktail classic caipirinha
with cachaça, limes, cane sugar and crushed ice. Its virgin version ipanema was named after the famous beach in
Rio de Janeiro and conveys a feeling of Brazilian lightness.
When preparing an ipanema, alcohol is replaced with ginger
ale. Cut a lime into eight pieces and crush it with a pestle.
Add three teaspoons of cane sugar and stir thoroughly. Add
crushed ice and fill it up with about 6 cl ginger ale. The
tropic taste of pina colada, another cocktail classic, is characterized by the combination of rum, coconut, pineapple
and whip cream. When preparing its mocktail version, the
so-called virgin colada, high-quality coconut syrup is used.
For more recipes, go to www.rgz24.de/cocktail-rezepte. Angelika Wiesgen-Pick has another tip for hobby bar mixers:
“Simply prepare both versions of the drink - cocktail and
mocktail, and let guests choose the one they prefer.”
Photo Credit: djd/BSI/Getty; djd/BSI

Virgin Margarita recipe
On hot summer
days. the virgin
versions of cocktail classics are
very refreshing.

Ingredients for a mocktail:
• 12 cl agave syrup
• 6 cl lemon juice
• 6 cl lime juice
• 6 cl orange juice
Preparation:
Put ice in a shaker, mix all ingredients and shake heavily and
immediately serve in a glass with a sugar-coated rim.
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